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BUCKLING AND POST-BUCKLING BEHAVIOR OF A CYLINDRICAL 
SHELL SUBJECTED TO EXTERNAL PRESSURE 
SYNOPSIS 
* In an earlier report (T. and A. M. Report No. 80) (1) , the authors 
considered the buckling and post-buckling behavior of an ideal elastic cy-
lindrical shell loaded by uniform external pressure on its lateral surface, 
and by an axial compressive force. Assumptions were introduced which 
reduced the shell to a system with one degree of freedom. 
The present investigation is a generalization and a refinement of this 
theory. The shell is treated as a system with 21 degrees of freedom. By the 
imposition of constraints on the 21 generalized coordinates, various end con-
ditions can be realized; for example, simply supported ends with flexible end 
plates (no axial constraint), simply supported ends with rigid end plates, and 
clamped ends. 
Also, effects of reinforcing rings have been incorporated in a more 
general way than in T. and A. M. Report No. 80. The restrictive assumption 
that the centroidal axis of a ring coincides with the middle surface of the slÍell 
has been eliminated. 
A pressure-deflection curve for an ideal cylindrical shell that is 
loaded by external pressure has the general form shown in Figure 1. The 
falling part of the curve (dotted in the figure) represents unstable equilibrium 
configurations. Also, the continuation of line OE (dotted) represents unstabte 
u:nbuckled configurations. Actually, the shell snaps from sorne configuration 
A ta another configuration B, as indicated by the dashed line in Figure 1. 
*Numbers in parentheses refer to the bibliography at the end of the reporto 
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Theoretically, point A coincides with the maximum point E on lhe curve, but 
inUial imperfections and accidentaldisturBances prevent the sheU from 
reaching tbis point. Point E is the buckUng pressure of the classical infin-
itesimal theory (called ehe "Euler crítical pressure ti, since Euler applied the 
infinitesimal theory to columns). To sorne extent, point A is indeterminate, 
but it is presumably higher than the minimum point e unless the shell has 
excessive inUial dents or lopsidedness. In T. and A. M. RéportNo. 80. a 
hypothesis of TSlen was used to locate point A. In the present investigation, 
point A is not considered. Rather, aUention is focused on the development of 
a theory that will determine the en tire load-deflection curve. 
For short thick shells, such as the inter-ring bays of a suBmarine hull, 
the Euler critical pressures, determined by T. and A. M. Repart No. 80, are 
too high. presumably because lhe assumption that the shell buckles without 
incremental hoop strain is inadmissible in this range. The present report 
corrects this error. Numerical data on the Euler critical pressures of shells 
wUh simply supported ends and fIexíble end plates have been obtained with the 
aid of lhe Illíac, an electronic digital computer. The data are tabulated at the 
end of this reporto For short shells without rings, the buckling pressures are 
appreciably lower than those de.termined by von Mises' theory (2). The 
numerical data for the Euler buckling pressures of sheUs with uniformly spaced 
reinforcing rin¡ss are sufficiently exttlnsive to permit interpQtatfon 'to estimate 
t;lffects of various ring¡ sizM. 
Sorne exploratory numerical investigations of post-bllckling behavior 
have btlen cQnducted with the HUac. lt is not feasible, at tila preSent time, to 
~ ¡ ¡ 
\ \ ,. 
f 
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handle nonlinear equiUbJ¡'ium problems for systems with 18 degrees oí 
freedom. Con.sequently, for the n.umer1cal work, soroe higher harmonics 
were discarded so that the system V'as reduaed to '1 degrees oí freedom. 
Even then, the numerical problem 1$ formidable. TIle calculaUons were 
confined principally to the determin¡üion pi the minimum point e on the poat~ 
buclding curve (Figure 1)0 TIle prellsure at point C la the minimum pressure 
at Which a buckled form can existo Jt ls found that the ordinate oí point C, 
lietermined by T. ano A. Mo fl,eport No. 80, il! somewhat too high. The two 
theor~es are compared by atable anq curves at t~ end of tbis reporto 
a 
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NOTATIONS 
mean radius of the undeformed shell 
length of the shell 
thickness oí the shell 
pressure on the lateral surface oí the sheH 
Euler critical pressure 
axial compresaiye force that acts on the shell. If the axial 
2 
compression results from pressure p on the ends, F = 'IT a p 
Young's modulus 
Shear modulus 
Poisson's ratio 
number oí complete wayes in a crQss sectibn oí the buckled 
shell 
cylindrical coordinates. The origin c¡f the axial coordinate 
x is the center section oí the shelL 
the strain tensor of the middle surface. In Article 9 and 
the subsequent articles, primes, denoting the middle surface, 
are discarded since attention is confine.d to the middle surface. 
axial, tangential, and radial displacement components of the 
middle suríace. The radial displacement w is measured 
positiyely outward. In Articles 1-8" u, Y, w are used to denote 
displacement components of a point at the distance z from 
, , , 
the middle surface of the ahell, and primes (u, Y, W ) are 
used to denote displacement components oí the middle 
surface (Figure 3b). In Article 9 and subsequent articles, 
z 
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primes are dropped since attention is confined entirely to 
the middle suríace. 
, 
thickness coordinate. z denotes the .distance of a particle 
írom the middle suríaqe. Positive z is measured outward. 
e""'(-"1'I ' 
For the undeíormed shell, \1'-' fa, (Figure 4). 
K-
x
' 1<:9' /{X9 variables associated w~th the changes oí curvature of the 
middle suríace oí the shell. 
N 
b 
k 
number oí reinforcing r~¡:¡gs 
ring spacing (Figure 5) 
ratio oí ring width to ring depth (Figure 5) 
inward deflection at the center of a lobe (Figure 10) 
part oí the strain energy oí the sheU that results from 
membrane acUon (Ec¡. 18) 
part of ¡he strain energy oí the shell that results from 
bending(Ec¡. 19) 
potential energy oí the external íorces CEe¡. 22) 
strain energy oí a reinforcing rin~(Ec¡. 21) 
total potential energy of the shell; V = U
m 
+ Ub +Sl + I:Ur , 
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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL FORMULAS FOR THE .POTENTIAL ENERGY 
OF THE SHELL 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The d.iscarcling of relatively small terms from the general equations 
of shell theory often causes gross errors in tl~e SO~4tt.ons of boundary-value 
problema. Thia unuaual aensitivity to a¡>proximations ha\t llild to many diffi-
culties and disputes, and it haa caat auspicion on the whole foundation of 
clasaical shell theory. Consequently, in recent yeara, several. investigators 
ha,veulldertlllten to develop more rigorous theoriea of ahaUa that account for 
numeroua amall effects which were formerly neglected. 
The uaual mathematical situation that accounts for the importance of 
small terms in shell theory is the following: We have a sum of terms, say 
S = A + B + C, where, for example, S is a strain, and A, B, C, are algebraic 
functions of derivatives of the displacement components. If the absolute 
values oí A and B are much greater than the absolute value of C, we are in-
clined to neglect C. However, A and B may have opposite signs, and the 
sum A+B may be even smaller than C. Therefore, to justify the discardi:ng 
of C, we should not compare C with A and B; we should compare it with S. 
Even then, a s.erious error may result if S is not the final result that is sought, 
since, in subsequent equations, S may enter into sums in which its principal 
parts are cancelled .. 
In brief, the theory of shells is beset by small differences of large 
quantities. This circumstance is not entirely accidental, for, in problems 
of buckling .and post-buckling behavior of shells, the first-degree terms are 
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necessarily sman since a sheU buckles m .the "easiest" way possible; that 
is, it buckles in a manner that entaits minimum potential energy. In an 
"effort" to minimize its potential energy, the shell adopts a buckled form 
in which the first degree terms m the stram components approximately annul 
each other. Then some of the second degree te.rms assume dominant roles 
and the theory becomes essentially nonlmear. Under these circumstances, 
the orders of magnitude of individual terms in the equations do not afford a 
valid basis for approximations. The only positive justification for an approxi-
mation is an error formula that places bounds on theerror incurred by the 
approximation. Unfortunately, error formulas for the approximations m 
shell theory have not be en developed. 
In the present mvestigation, the approximations are deferred as much 
as possible, to msure that the foundations of the theory are sound. 
An analysis of the post-bucklmg behavior of a structure determines 
the bucklmg load automatically. For example, en enalysis of the form oi a 
buckle.d column reveals that there ls no real non-zero solution unless the load 
exceeds a certain value, the Euler critical load. Accordingly, in principIe, 
the nonlinear theory oí equilibrium obviatesthe need for a spedal theory of 
buckUng. However, as a practical expedient, it lS usuaUy easier to determine 
the Euler buckling load of a structure by solving a linear eigenvalue problem 
, 
than by computing the bifurcation point of a curve in configuration space that 
represents all equilibrium configurations. 
Even though we are not interested m the final form oí a buckled 
structure, the large-deformation theory oí equilibrium may reveal danger 
signs that warn against a close approach to the theoretical buckling load. 
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The snap-through condition, illustrated by Figure 1, suggests the occurrence 
of weak stability, before the Euler critical pressure is attained. Accordingly, 
initial imperfectfons and disturbances may precipitate premature buckling. 
2. GENERALELASTICITY THEORY 
Problems of post-buckling behavior of elastic shells may he approached 
in two different ways. On the one hand, we may seek to solve the equilibrium 
equations and the compatibility equations, in consistency with the given boundary 
conditions. However, in the large-deformation theory of elasticity, the com-
patibility equations are an extremely complicated set of nonlinear differential 
equations, represented by the vanishing of a Riemann tensor (3). As Dr. C. 
Lanczos once remarked, "We could not hope to solve the general compatibility 
equations, but fortunately we already know their general solution. I.t is merely 
an arbitrary displacement vector. We should he happy that we know this so-
lution,and we should make every possible use of it. " 
When the components of the displacement vector are adopted as the 
dependent variables in a shell problem, only the equilibrium equations and the 
boundary conditions remain to he considered. The equilibrium equations may 
be derived by the balancing of forces on a differential element, but, in large-
deformation problems, the rotations of the elements introduce a complexity 
into this procedure. Consequently, the equilibrium equations are obtained 
most readily in terms of the inUial coordinates by applying the Euler equations 
of the calculus of variations lo the potential energy integral. Unfortunately, 
in most shell problems, the equilibrium equations are too complicated to be 
solved rigorously. Instead of tackling the equilibrium equations directly, we 
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may revért t.o fue p.otential energy in\egral and apply appr.oximatlon meth.ods 
.of thecalculus .of va.J"Íati.ons. This pr.ocedure ls .empl.oyed in tite present 
investigati.on. 
Cylindrical c.o.ord1nates are naturally adapted 1.0 analyses .of cylindri-
cal shells. Ad.opting the three-dimen.\;i.onal the.ory .of elasticity as .a s.tarting 
p.oint, we first require the expressi.onf.or the strain energy density .oí a .three-
dimensi.op.al iS.otr.opic elastic b'ldy in t~rms .oí the displacement c.omp.onents 
f.or cylindrical c.o.ordinates. 
Let (]C, 8, r) be cylindrical c.o.ordip.ates (axial, angular, and radial 
c.o.ordinates, respectively), and let (u, v, w) denote the .orth.og.onal pr.ojecti.ons 
.of thedisplacement vect.or .on the respective tangents t.o the (x, 8, r) C.o.ordinate 
lines. N.ov.ozhil.ov (:!lo) hasderlved expressi.ons f.or the c.omponents .oí the strain 
tenS.or witb; reference 1.0 any .orthog.onal c.o.ordinates. Specializing his results 
f.or cylindrical c.o.ordinates, we .obtain 
1 2 2 2 
E:x = Ux + '2" {ux + Vx + wx) 
(l) 
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Subscripts on (u, v, w) denote partia! derivatives. Love (5) has derived 
the general equations for the components of the strain tensor in rectangular 
coordinates. The de.rivation of Eq. 1 by a transformation of Love's equaUons 
to cylindrical coordinates ls a routine problem of tensor calculus. 
With the usual elementary definition of strain, the straills oí line 
elements that lie initially along the (x, 9. r) coordinate lines are respectively 
-1 + .J 1 + 2Ex: -1 +/1 + 2E9.' -1 +yl1 + 2Er '. 
Also, the shearing atrains betweep pairs of Une elements that lie initially 
along thecoordinate lines(that is, the reductions of the angles between these 
line elements) are 
'Y rx 
• 
These relations are derived in lhe book by Novozhilov (4). 
Equations 1 determine the strain invariants •. In turn, the strain 
invariantsdetermip.e the strain energy density.~ lf the material is isotropie 
ar¡d elasUe, the strain energy density W is given by tha formula (6) 
[
2.2.2 v . 2 
W = G (Ex +E9 +Er) + 1 _ 21' (EX +E9 +E r ) 
1 2 2 2 ] 
+ 2' ( -y 8r + "Y 1':11: + 'Y x9) (2) 
whcre Gis the shear modulusJ and v is Poisson's ratio. Eq. 2 16 valid for 
aU orthogonal cool'dinates, provided that the strain components .are defined 
appropriately. 
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It is to be emphasized that Eqs. 1 are exact geometrical relation-
ships; they a,re not quadraUc approximations of power series. Ií, as in 
T. A. M. Report No. 80, tha quantities EX' E8, Er , "Y 8r' -y rx' -y x8 are 
interpreted to be lineal strains and shearing strains in the usual sense, 
square roots occur in the formulas tha.t express these quantities in terms 
of the displacement components (formulas corresponding to Eq. 1). Approxi-
mate quadratic formulas may tnen be obtainedby means of binomial ex-
pansions of the square roots. Dr. Kennard questioned this approximation, 
in the case of very large rotations. The exact theory presented above 
eliminates this question. In any case, the componen.ts of the strain tensor 
cannot logically be interpreted to be strains inthe elementary sense, since 
Eq. 2 is then not invariant. For instance, one may consider thecorresponding 
equation for rectangular coordinates (x, y, z): 
[ 222" (+ +)2 W= G (EX + Ey + Ez) + 1 _ 2" Ex Ey Ez 
+1 (",,2 + "11 2 + "11 2 ) ] 
'2" 'yz rzx Ixy.· 
If the quantities EX' *''1:1 E: z'. -y yz' "Y zx' -y xys,re defined to be precisely the 
lineal strains and the shearing strains of line elements that are initially 
parallel to the coordinate axes, we may show by a numerical example that the 
quantity W, defined by the above equation, depends on the orientátions of the 
coordinate axes. In fact, if (e:x' E:y' E: z) are defined to be the strains of Une 
elements initially parallel to the (x, y, z) axes, even the .expression Ex + E:y + E: z 
is not invariant. 
c 
,( 
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3. THE KIRCHOFF ASSUMPTION 
It is scarcely feasible to analyz,e the stresses and strains in a shen 
by the three-dimensional theory of elasticity. Consequently, various approxi-
mations have been proposed for reducing ,shell problems to two dimensions. 
The oldest and most successful approximation procedure stems from James 
Bernoulli's investigations of straight beams in 1705, in which he introduced 
the classic assumption that plane sections remain planeo This idea was ex-
tended to curved beams by Winkler. to nat plates by Kirchoff, and to curve.d 
'1 shells by Love. The Kirchoff assumption is expressed by the statement that 
Ílormals to the undeformed middle surface of a thin she11 remain straight, 
.~ normal, and inextensiona~ under the deformation. Although this assumption 
has proved to be very useful, it appears to be arbitrary or empirica1. Conse-
s 
, 
quently, sorne investigators have renounced it in favor of approximations bas.ed 
on studies of the orders of magnitude of various terms that arise when Ihe 
equations of elasticity are expanded in powers of the thickness coordina.te. 
In the simplest theory of shelle, the so-called membrane theory, the 
bending moments and twisting moments {Mx' My ' Mxy' and Myx} are neglected 
tino Then theequilibrium equations show that the transverse shears(~ and ~) 
are zero. Apparently an improvement ove;r the membrane theo;ry is obtained 
if the bending moments and twisting moments are retained, but the transverSe 
shears are sti11 neglected. The neglecting oí the transverse shearing forces 
suggests that the transverse shearing atresses on the cross seetional planes 
(7 xz and'T yz) are negligible *. Henee, the transverse shearing strains 
* z is the "thickness coordinate" - the normal distance from the middle surface. 
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(')1 and "Y ) are negHgible, Also, the geometrical effeet of the .transverse xz yz 
normal strain 1<',1. is seemingly small. If 1<',1. '" -:¡ xz '" *1yz. '" O, Unes that are 
normal to the undeformed midale surfaee remain straight, normal, ana 
inextensional under the deformation.. Thls conclusions follows from differential 
geometry. Conversely, if normals to the mlddle surface .remain straight. 
normal, and inextensional, -y xz '" -y yz '" O. Henee, the Kirchoff assumption 
is a modified forro of the assumption that the transverse shearing stresses 
(TXZ and TyZ) have a negligible effect. 
This eonclusion may be illustraled by the theory of curved beams. 
Figure 2 represents a eurved beam that ls subjected to pUre bending. From 
symmetry eonsiderations we seethat the eentercross section A-A remains 
planeo But if the axisof the beam is a circular are, and if theend moments 
M are distributed properly, aH eross sections undergo the same deformation. 
Hence, all cross sections remain planeo Clearly this argument would be 
invalíd if shear deformations were important. 
Although, in the development oí geometrieal formulas, the transverse 
normal strain I<z is conveniently neglected. we come e~o~er lo lhe facts by 
assuming that the transverse normal stress 0'',1. ls zero. (The notations!1 ',1. 
and fI r are used interchangeably). The neglecting of!1z is the basis oí the 
classical theory of generalized plane stress (5). This approximation is sug-
gested by the observation. that fI
z 
must be small if the shell is thin, since 0'',1. 
vanishes at the surfaces of fue shell, provlded that they are free from external 
loading. For flat plates, the differential equatious of equilibrium imply the 
supplemental condition thal the d.erivative /:lo" z/a,? vanishes al the free surfaces, 
bui this condUion is not exactly true for a curved shell. By the classical 
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theory of elasticity, the condition O' z = O yields 
(3) 
Substituting Eq. 3 into Eq. 2, we obtain 
(4) 
Eq. 4 is not consistent with the approximation €z = O. However, the 
approximation €z = O will be used only for determining how the displacements 
(u, v) vary through the thickness of the shell. Certainly the strain €z affects 
the strain energy significantly. 
4. DEPENDENCE OF THE DISPLACEMENT VECTOR ON THE THICKNESS 
COORDINA TE 
The Kirchoff a8sumption signifies that a radial straight Une segment 
experiences a rigid-body displacement. lt i8 well known that the diaplacement 
vec tor of a rigid body ia a linear funct10n of the coordinatea. Conaequently, 
the displacement components are represented by equations of the form 
, , , 
u "U + za, v = v + z{3, w ;: w + z'Y (5 ) 
, , 
where (u , v , w ) are the values of (u, v, w) on the middle surface, and 
, , , 
(a, (3,"y ) are coefficients that are determined by (u, v, w ).As in Article 
3, z denotes the distance oí a particle from the middle surface. Positive z 
ia measured outward. For the undeformed shell, z " r - a, where a is the 
radius of the undeformed middle surface. The variable z ia called the "thickness 
coordinate". By the Kirchoff aSBumpt1on, z is unchanged by the deformation. 
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, , , 
The obje.ct of this article is to derive(¡r, {3, 'Y ) from (u , v, w ) by 
means of the Kirchoff assumption. The procedure that is followed ls similar 
to that employed by C. E. Taylor in his doctoral thesis (8). Let (X, Y, Z) 
be rectangular coordinates, such that the X axis coincides with the axis of the 
undeformed shell (Figure 3a). A pq>int on the middle surface of the undeformed 
shell is defined by the axial coordinate X = x, and by the angular coordinate 9. 
Referring to Figure 3b, we see tl1a~ the final coordinates(X, Y, Z) of the 
particle on the middle surface that has initial coordinates(x, 9) are 
, 
X=x+u 
, , 
Y = (a + w ) cos 9 - v sin 9 
, , 
Z = (a + w ) sin 9 + v cos 9 
, , 
Since (u , v , w ) are tentatively regarded as known functions of x and 9, Eqs. 6 
may be regarded as parametric equations of the deformed middle surface, in 
terms of the parameters (x, 9). 
The coefficients oí Gauss' first fundamental differential quadratic forro 
for the deformed middle surface (9) are 
E = X 2 + y2 + Z2 
x x x 
F = XxX9 + YX Y9 + ZxZ9 
G = X 2 + y2 + Z2 999 
where subscripts denote partial derivatives. Consequently, by Eq. 6, 
'2 '2 '2 E=(1+u) +v +w 
x x x 
I l ' I 
F " (1 + u ) u" + aNw + a{l + M) v 
X <J X x 
G = u~ 2 + 8.2 (1 + M)2 + a2N2 , 
(7) 
(8) 
where, for brevity, 
I I 
v8 + w M=---
a ' 
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I I 
W - v 
N '" -=:8::--_ 
a 
(9 ) 
The following supplementary notation is often used in differential geometry: 
~ 2' D = EG - F (lO) 
Let (rrx:' ny, nZ ) be the unit normal vector of the deformed middle 
surface (positive outward). By differential geometry (9), 
Hence, by Eq. 6, 
I I 
DnX ~ -a(1 + M) Wx + aNvx ( 11) 
By the Kirchoff assumption, the particle P that Hes initiaUy at the 
point x, (a + z) cos8, la + z) sin8 (Figure 4) is displaced to the point X + znX ' 
y + zny, Z + znZ ' where (X, Y, Z) are the final coordinates of the corresponding 
particle on the middle surface. Accordingly, the (X, Y, Z) components of 
the displacement vector of particle Pare 
qx = X + zrrx: - x, qy = y + zny - (a + z) cos8 
qz = Z + znZ - (a + z) sin8 
Hence, by Eq. 6 
, I 
qy = (w .- z) cos.8 - v sin8 + zny 
I I 
qz = (w - z) sin8 + v cos8 + znZ 
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The projections of the displacement vector of the given particle on 
. 
the tangents to the x, 6, and r coordinate lines are (u, v, w). By Figure 4, 
w = qy cos 6 + qz sin 6 
Hence, by Ec¡. 12, 
1 
U '~u +z.nx 
1 
v= V - z(ny sin 9 - nZ cos6) (13) 
I 
W = W - Z + z(ny coa 6' + nZ sin 6) 
Equations 5, 11, and 13 yield 
a = ñ [ 1 .1 ] - (1 + M) w + N v 
. x x 
(14) 
Equations 5 and 14 entail no approximations, other than the Kirchoff 
assumption. 
5. DEPENDENCE OF THE STRAIN TENSOR ON THE THICKNESS COORDINATE 
Ir Eq. 5 is substituted into Eq. 1, the strain components are expre.ssed 
as f'unctions of z. lt appears inconsistent to retain the second degree terms 
in z, sinee the Kirchoff assumption implies that thes.e terms may be neglected 
tn the expressions for the displacement components. However, the dis-
placement components may be more linear than the strains; indeed, the 
Winkler theory of curved beams is based on this assumption. For the Winkler 
theory employs the hypothesis that plane secUona remain plane, which implies 
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that the displacements vary linearly on a cross section. In turn, this 
assumption leads to the well-known conclusion that the axial strain varies 
hyperbolically throughout the depth of a cross section. 
However, the Winkler type of refinement would lead to an unneces-
sarily complicated theory of thin shells. To avoid these complexities, we 
retain only linear térms in z in the strain components. Then Eqs. 1 and 5 
yield relations of the form 
I I 
Ex " Ex + zKx' Ee " Ee + z/(e' 
I 
1!xe = "Y xe + zK xe (15) 
I I I 
where Ex' Ee' l' xe are the strain components of the middle surface. The 
I I I 
quantities Ex' E
e
, 'Y xe are determined by Eq. 1, if (u, v, w) are replaced 
I I I 
by (u , v, w), and r is replaced by a. The notations </( x' k 9' f(xe) were 
introduced by Love (5). These coefficients are associated with t!;te changes 
of curvature of the middle surface. 
Let us substitute EC).. 5 into Eq. 1, set r " a + z, and expand by the 
binomial series to first powers of z. Comparing the result with Eq. 15, we 
obtain 
I 
1 ue 2 
- -(-) 
a a 
«e 
K x(J " (3x +-a 
I (3e +"Y 
+ vx · a 
M urfXe +-,---
a a 
, 
u
e 
+«x -~ 
a 
(39 +1' -Ye - (3 
+M a +N -=""a--
I 
u u 9,+ x 
+ M¡3x - a-a e a 
1 I I 
I -y -(3 e U u 
+ N'Yx -~ 
Mv
x +w 
---x a 
a 
a 
(16) 
1 
Nw
x 
---a 
, 
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where subscripts on (a, (3, ")1 ) denote partíal deriva.tives. 
6. STRAIN ENERGY OF THE SHELL 
The formula for the strain energy of the shell is 
U = JJ! rWdxdedz (a) 
where W ls the strain energy densUy. Denoting the thickness of the shell by 
h, and applying the theorem of the mean for integrals, we obtain 
h/2 h/2 1 -1 h < -'< h rWdz " r .. Wdz, a - '2" = r = a + '2" • 
-h/2 -h/2 
If the shell lS thin, there lS seemingly Httle error in the assumption r" a, 
wherea is the radius of the undeformedmiddle surface. Consequently, we 
approximate Ec¡. a by 
U "a J Ji W dx de dz (b) 
Substituting Ec¡S. 4 and 15 lnto Ec¡. b, and integrating with respect to z, we 
perceive that the strain energy separates into a sum of two terms: 
The "membrane energy" U
m 
is proportional to the thickness h, and the 
"bending energy" Ub is proportional to h
3 The following formulas are 
obtained for U
m 
and Ul}: 
(17) 
dxde (18) 
(19) 
Ec¡uations 1, 14, 16, 17, 18, and 19 serve to express the strain energy of the 
shell in terms of the displacements of the middle surface. 
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7, STRAIN ENERGY OF A REINFORCING RING 
Ordinarily, reinforcing rings are not centered so that their neutral 
axes coincide with the middle surface oí the shelL However, this circum-
stance causes no significant difficulty, The basic assumptions that have been 
introduced apply equally to the shell and to the rings, provided that the ring,s 
are attached securely to the shelL Consequently, the hoop strain Ee at any 
1 
point in a ring is determined by Eq, 15, where Ee is the hoop strain at the 
middle suríace oí the shell adjacent to the ring, and I{e is the incremental 
1 
curvature oí the ring, The quantities Ee and /( e are determined by Eqs. 1 
anq 16. The strain energy of the ring is approximately 
Ur = .}Ea JI E~ dAr de 
where dAr is an element of the cross-sectional area oí the ring, 
The íollowing notations are useíul; 
J dAr =' Ar' JZdAr = Qr' ! z2dAr = Ir 
(a) 
(20) 
The total cross-sectional area of the ring is A
r
, The quantities Qr and lr are 
respectively the first and second moments of the cross-sectional area of the 
ring with respec t to the line Z = O. 
Introducing Eq, 15 into Eq. a, we obtain 
1 {21l' 1 2 1 2 
Ur ="2" Ea. (ArE e + 2Qr EeKe + Ir /( e) de 
o 
(21) 
lt appears that the axial displacement u has little eífect on the bending 
1 
oí a ring, Consequently, in theexpressions for Ee and Ke (Eqs. 1 and 16), 
1 
the terms containing u will be neglected, insofar as Eq. 21 is concerned. 
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8. POTENTlAL ENERGY OF EXTERNAL FORCES 
lf the shell lS subjected to a uniform hydrostatic pressure p, the 
potential enE;rgy of the external forces is O" pD.Q, where D.Q is the increment 
Ol volume dLje to the deformation. The volume enclosed by the middle surface 
oí thedeformed shell is 
Q",ffxnx dS (a) 
where dS tsan element oí a,rea of the middle surface, and nX is the X component 
of the outward-directed unit normal vector. Thi~ integral extends over the end 
plates, as well as the lateral surface. Equatión a is a special result of the 
dfvergence theorem. Although the pressure acts on the exterior surface instead 
of the middle surface, this condition will be neglected. 
According to differential geometry (9), an element of area of the deformed 
I 
lateral surface isdS '" D dx de, whereD lS defined by Eq. 10. Also, X = x + u . 
Hence, by Eq. a, 
Q = JJ<x + u ' )Dnxdxd8 + JJ(X + u ' ) nXdS (b) 
Lateral ends 
Surface 
Since the strain energy of the end plates is not considered, it would be 
incorrect to take the deformation of the end plates into account in the calculation 
of the potential energy of the external forces. Seemingly, the deformation of the 
• 
end plates has little effect on the buckling of the shell, except insofar as con~ 
straints of the lateral wall are concerned. Therefore, for the calculation of o, 
I 
we suppose that the end platea are rigid. Then u = constant on either end. Also, 
nx = ! 1 on an end plateo Hence, if the ends are initially located at x = ! L/2, 
and if the deformation is symmetrical about the plane x '" O, 
L/2 211" 
Q" i dxf (x + u' ) DnX d8 +ff (x + u' ) dS - ff<x + u ') dS{c) 
O O x = L/2 x " -L/2 
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Since the end plates are rigid, j,/ dS " 1ia2 at either end. Consequently, 
since the initial volume of the sheLl lS 1i¿L, Eq. c yields 
J2 271 LlQ" 2 dXJ (x "1- u') ~Xd9 + 71a2e , 
O O 
where LlQ is the increment of volume due to the deformation, and e is the over-
all axial extension oí the shell. Multiplying by the pressure p, and noting that 
the axial compression force in the shell is F " 71a2p, we obtain 
~ L/2 271 
O'" 2p J dXJ<X + u') Dnxd6 + Fe 
O O 
With Eq. 11, this yields 
L/2 21r 
Q'" 2p1 di (x + u') [ - (1 + M) w~ + NV~ ] dO + Fe (22) 
O O 
Equation 22 is not rigorously correct unless the end plates are rigid. 
I I 
In particular, this condition means tha.t v '" O andw '" O at either end. 
Seemingly, however, (he restrictions may be relaxed. The equation remains 
approximately valid even though the axial force F does not result from hydrostatic 
pressure on the ends. In particular, it should be expected to apply ir F = O. 
Also, the .equation may presumably be applied with a mean value of e, if the 
, I 
end plates warp, provided that v and w vanish at the ends. It is easi1y shown' 
-- -- ------
that the potential energy of the axial load is the product of the axial force F and 
the mean axial extension e of the cyl'lndrical wall, provided that the axial stress 
(f x in the wall ls constant at either end. 
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I 
The term u will be discarded from Eq. 22, slnce it apparently con-
tributes very little to the potential energy of thepressure acting on the lateral 
wall. Then integration by parts yields the following alternative formula fol' O;: 
L/2 211" I I 
O"' 2pa I dx J [w (1 + M + xMx ) - v (N + xNx ) ] de + Fe (23) 
O O 
9, POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION OF THE BENDING ENERGY 
In the sequel, we shall not have occasion to. consider displacements or . 
strains at points that do not lie on the middle surface, Consequently, primes 
will be discarded, with the understanding that henceforth (u, v, w) and 
(Ex' Ee' "Yxe) denote displacements and strains of the middle surface. 
The preceding equations provide an expression for the total potential 
energy (V = U
m 
+ Ub + O) in terms of the displacements (u, v, w) of the middle 
surface, The problem is lo determine the functions (u, v, w) that provide 
stationary vaIues to V, These vaIues determine all equilibrium states. The 
fimctions (u, v, w) '(hat provide relative mínima to V represent stable states of 
e quilibrium , 
The problem is unfortunately beyond the scope of rigorous mathemattcat 
analysis. A part of the difficulty stems from the function D (Eq, 10), which ter 
the square root of a fourth degree polynomial in (u, v, w) and their first 
derivatives, It is to be noted that the function D affects only the hending.energy, 
It enters into the functions {a, {3, "Y l, and hence into the functions {K
x
' I(e' Kxe}' 
As an approximation, we perform binomial expansions that lead to 
quadratic expressions for (/{ x' Ka' Kxe) in terms of (u, v, w) and their deriva-
tives, .. It appears from T. A. M. Report No. 80 that the quadratic approximations 
are admissible, since the direct investigations of the changes of curvature in 
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that report led precisely lo quadratic formulas for (Kx' K(J" K xe)' 
By Eqs. 8 and lO, 
~ '" [(1 + u
x
) (1 + M) - u~vx ] 2 + [ (1 + u
x
) N _ ue: x 
a 
, 2 
+. [NVx - (1 + M) Wx ] 
Hence, to second powers oI (u, v, w), 
(24) 
a 2 2 ue Vx 1 2 1 2 
..., ~ 1 - M - u + M + Mu ;- u + -- - .,. N -.". w (25) 
u x x x a '" .o X 
Accordingly, to second powers of {u, v, w), Eq, 14 yields 
u w 
i3 '" -N + MN + e x 
a 
Hence, to second powers oI (u, v, w), Eq, 16 yields 
J(=-w+Nv +u w 
x xx xx xxx 
(26) 
(27) 
Ue u ue aK = -aN - w - - + aNM + 2w u + Nv - _x_ - Mv 
x9 x xe a x x xe xe a x-
It appears that the axial displacement u has a very small effect on the-
hending of the shelL Consequently, quadratic terms containing u will be 
dropped from Eq. 27. Then u remains only in the equation for J( xl)' The 
linear terms in u and v that occur in the equation for Kxe represent the bending 
effect due to rotation about a radial axis (10). In other words, a surface 
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element oi a cyUnder i8 bent if the elernent i8 rotated about its normal line 
and is simultaneously deformed so that it remains in the original cylindrical 
surface. To !irst degree terms, rotatlons of normal sections of the middle 
surface about their normal line are determined solely by u", and v. Ap-
" x-
pa¡'ently, the bending due to rotations of elements about radial lines is small, 
as Koiter pointed out (11). Consequenny, the linear terms in u and v will be 
discarded from the equation for /( x9' Then, when the quadratic terms in u 
are also neglected, Eq. 27 reduces to 
K "-w + Nv x xx xx 
w99 + w 1 2 1 2 2 al{ =-( _ )+MN- ... N -".w -M 9 a 9.... x (28) 
aKxe '" -2wX9 + aNMx + NVx9 - MVx 
Also, Eq. 1 yields 
1 2 2 2 
E = U +". (u + V + w ) x x¡;.x xx 
(29) 
u u 
-y = v +..! -+ u ..! -+ Mv
x 
+ NW
x 
' xe x a x a 
where (ex' €e' -y xe) represenLstrains of the.middle surface. The quadratic 
terms in u are retained in Eq. 29, since they apparently have a greater effect 
on the membrane energy than on the bending energy. 
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CHAPTER 2 
TRIGONOMETRIC EXPANSIONS OF THE 
DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS 
10. SIMPLIFICATION OF THE MEMBRANE ENERGY BY MEANS OF 
TRIGONOMETRIC EXPANSIONS IN O 
The functions (u, v, w) may be represented by Fourier series, as follows: 
u = Uo + u1 cos nO + u2 cos 2n6 + ---
v = v1 sin n8 + v2 sin 2n8 + --- (30) 
w = W
o 
+ w1 cos n8 + w2 cos 2ne + ---
Here, n is a positive integer, denoting the number of complete waves in the 
periphery of the buckled shell. In all cases, n ~ 2. The coefficients ui' vi' wi 
are functions of x alone. The fundamental mode w 1 cos n8 is the dominant term 
in the trigonometric series for w. However, this deformation causes rather 
large hoop strains. To ease the hoop strain, W
o 
takes a comparatively large 
negative value, 
In T. A. M. Report No. 80, it was found that third harmonics are 
relatively unimportant.Consequently, terms beyond 2n8 will not be considered. 
Equations 9 and 30 yield 
wQ. 
M" a-+ al cos nO +012 cos 2nO (31 ) 
N = -/31 s in nO - i3 2 s in 2n8 
where 
(32) 
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Substituting Eqs. 30 and 31 into Eq .• 29, and u'tUizing the trigonometric 
identities, 
cos n9 cos2n9 " ~ (cos n9 + cos 3n9) 
sin n9 sin 2n9= ~ (cos n9 - cos 3n9) (33) 
sin n9 cos2n9 " ~(sin 3nO - sin n9) 
cos n6 sin 2n9 '" ~ (sin 3n9 + sin n9~ , 
we, may express the results in the form 
EX" C O + Úo + el cos nO +e 2 cos 2n9 + C 3 cos 3n9 +C4 cos 4nO 
D 
EO " ; + DI cos n9 + D2 cos2n9 + D3 cos 3n9 + D4 cos 4n9 (34) 
-y x9 =S1 sin n9 + S2 sin 2n9 + S3 sin 3n9 + S4 sin 4n6 
The coefficients e., D., S .. are .dimensionless. 'For convenienee in late,' 
1 1 1 
~ 
calculations, the term U
o 
lS sepílrated from-.C
o
" The .ceefficients are given by the 
following formlllas, in which dots over letters denotederivatives with respect to x. 
e 1.21.21.21.21.21.21.21·2 o" 2' Uo + 4' u1 + 4' u2 + 4' v1 + 4' v2 + 2' W o + 4' w1 + 4' w2 (35) 
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+ 1 (a2 _ ,:)2) 
:l( 2 1-' 2 
1 ,:)2 
- :l( 1-' 1 
• • 
nu 1 u2 v 1 W o l' 
+ 2a +-a--;rv1 "'2 
Perhaps the third and fourth harmonics in Eq. 34 are inaccurate, 
since the expansions of u, v, w (Eq. 30) extend only as far as second harmonics. 
To check the importance of the higher harmonics, three sets of numerical 
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computations (not included in the report) we.re performed. It was found in 
one case that U was altered less than 0.01 per cent by the higher harmonics, 
m 
and that in all three cases, the higher harmonics modified U
m 
less than 
1 per cent. Consequently, the quantities C 3, C 4 , D 3, D4 , S3' S4 will not be 
included in subsequent equations. 
Equations 18 and 34 now yield 
LJ2 
U = 1fEha J {2(C + Ú )2 +C2 + C2 + D2 + D2 + D2 (36) 
rn 1 _ ,,2 o o 1 2 o 1 2 
o 
where E is Young's modulus. 
11. SIMPLIFICATION OF THE BEN:pING ENERGY BY MEANS OF 
TRIGONOMETRIC EXPANSIONS IN 9. 
Substituting Eqs. 30 and 31 into Eq. 28, and utilizing Eq. 33, we obtain 
relations of the form, 
a Kx. = ;r + Al cos n9 + A2 cos 2n9 + A3 cos 3n9 + A4 cos 4n9 
(37) 
Bo 
aK9 ~ -+ B 1 cos n9 + B2 cos 2n9 + B3 cos 3n9 + B4 cos 4n9 >J21 
The coefficients A i , Bi , Ti are dimensionless. They are determined by the 
following formulas: 
(38) 
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1 ~. •• 
A3 " 2" a (/3 1 v 2 + /3 2 vI) 
. .. 1·· 
-4'14'2 - W o w1 - 2"w 1 w2 
1 1 2 1 2 2w 04'2 l' 2 • • 
B2 " 2n,8 2 - a 2 - 2" n a 1/3 1 + 4 /3 1 - 2" al - a - 4 w 1 - Wo W 2 
1 1 l· • 
B3" - 2"n a 1 /3 2 - n a 2 /3 1 +2"/3 1 /3 2 -al a2 - 2"w1 w2 
1 2 1 2 1·2 
B4" -n a 2 /32+ 4/3 2 - 2" a 2 - 4 w2 
. 
• 1 • • 1 .' wov2 1 • 
T2 =4nw 2 -2"a/31 a 1-/32 wo-2"n/31 vI a -2"a1 VI 
The thlrd and fourth harmonics in Eq. 37 are presumably unimportant, 
since harmonics of this order have not been included in Eq. 30. Numerical 
computations have shown that the higher harmonics alter the bending energy 
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less than 1 per cent. Consequently, A 3, A4 , B 3, B4 , T 3 , T4 will not be 
included in subsequent equations. Equations 19 and 3'7 now yield 
L/2 
J 
o 
Also, Eqs, 21, 34, and 3'7 yield the following formula for the strain 
energy of a reinforcing ring; 
1 [ 222 Ur " 2" '/TEa . Ar (Do + D1 + D2) 
(39) 
(40) 
12, SIMPLIFICATION OF THE POTENTIAL ENERGY OF EXTE;RNAL FORCES 
BY MEANS OF TRIGONOMETRIC EXPANSlONS IN 9 
The potential energy of the external forces is expressed by Eq, 23. The 
mean extension e is defined by 
1 ¡211" 
e ~ ;;¡. ud9 
o 
where u is evaluated at x "L/2. Hence, by Eq. 30, 
e ~ 2 u
o 
I x ~ L/2 
Equations 23, 30, 31, and 32 yield 
L/2 2 
(}= 2'11P a f ( 2wo + wao +«1 w1 +«2 w2 
o 
+x a1 w1 +x a2 w2 +!31 v1 +!32v2+x~1 v1 +X~2V2) dx 
+ 2F uo{L/2) 
(41) 
(42) 
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To obtain this result, we employ the integration-by-parts formula 
L/2 • L/2 2 J 2x w w dx ~ - I w dx o o o { o 
Equation 42 may be written in a slightly different form, by means of the 
relation, 
L/2 
2F U o (L/2) ~ 2F I ~o dx 
o 
(43) 
Rence, by integration by parts, Eq, 42 may be expressed as follows; 
(44) 
13, ELIMINATION OF ~o 
The dominant term in the trigonometric series for u (Eq, 30) is the 
first harmonic, u1 cos n 6. Seemingly, Uo is small comparedto u1' since 
U
o 
rep~esents the part of the axial displacement that is independent of 6, 
Consequently, it is assumed that the terms con'taining ú may be discarded 
- - -- - ----- o -- - =;:.:.:;;;:..;:.:.;;. 
from Eq. 35.. It is lo be noted that all the discarded terms are quadratic 
terms, in which only UD' u l ' and u2 occur. 
The total potential energy is defirted by V '" U
m 
-¡. Ub + EUr + n. where 
EU
r 
denotes the strain energy of all the rings. Since UD does not occur in the 
formulas for Ub nor U , nor in the formulas for C., D" and Si' Eqs. 36 and r 1 1 
44 show that the formula for V ls of the following form: 
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V" 21~~2 j/2 [ (Co + üol2 + 1Zv(Co + Uo) DO] dx 
o 
L/2 
+ 2F J uo dx + terms that don't contain uo 
o 
• Since the second derivative of the integrand with respect to uo ls always 
positive, we insure that u
o 
provides a minimum to V by setting the first de-
• rivative of the integrand with respeqt to u
o 
equal to zero. Hence, 
, vD
o 
l10 ~ " -Co - -(2' 
2 (1 - v ) F 
- 2?TE$a (45) 
This equation serves to eliminate ú
o 
fro¡;n Eqs. 36 and 44. Equations 36 and 
45 yield 
.(46) 
The additive constant is irrelevant, since it does not affect the minimization 
of V. Hence, it is disregarded in the subsequent analysis. 
14. TRIGONOMETRIC EXPANSIONS IN x 
The total potential energy has be en expressed as lID integral containing 
7 unknown functions of x; namely u1, u2, vi' v2' wo' w1, w2• The problem ls 
to choose these 7 functions to provide stationary values to V among functions 
that satisfy the forced boundary conditions. The functions u1 and u2 are odd, 
and the functions vl' v2, wo' wl' w2 are even. The forced boundary conditions 
are v1 " v2 "wo " w1 " w2 " O for X" L/2. If the shell has clamped ends, 
• • • 
these conditions are supplernented by the conditions W
o 
.. w 1 = w 2 = O for 
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x " L/2, where dota over letters denote derivatives with respeet to x. If 
the enda of the aheU are not free to warp out of theír planes, we also have 
the foreed boundary conditions, u1 = u2 " O for x "L/2. For a shell with 
simply supported ends, the natural boundary conditions (determined by the 
linear theory of elasticity) are w
o
" w1 = w2 = O for X" L/2. 
Dimensional considerationa show that the deflection6 at the center 
of a lobe is given by an equation oí the form, 
Ó _ f(P 11 !::.) 
li- E'a'a 
No generality la lost if we let L " '1T, since only ratio s of lengths are sig-
nificant. From another point of vif;lW, we may choose any unit of length that 
we wish, since the equations are dimensionally homogeneous. Hence, for 
a given cylinder, we may choose the I,mit of length so that L "'7T. Eventually, 
we wish to piot 6/h versus pIE for various values of the parameters h/ a and 
L/ a, The parameter L/ a may be compu,ted with the understanding that L =1f". 
By setting L " 1T, we lose the advantage Qf dimensional checks on the 
algebra, but this disadvantage is more than compensated by the comparative 
simplicity of the equations{which are not simple in any case). Consequently, 
in the following, we let L =1T • 
TheEuler equations for the integral Vare very complicated, since 
the unknown functions occur to fourth degree in the integrando Seemingly, the 
only feasible procedure is to estimate forms for the functions u1, u2, vl' v2, 
wo' w l' w 2 that contain a few parameters, and to choose the parameters later I 
to render Vstationary. Even then, we encounter a formidable algebraic 
problem if the number of undetermined parameters is large, but numerical 
solutions can be obtained with the aid of an electronic digital computer. 
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T~e functi.ons u!' u2, v l' v 2' wo' w l' w.2 will be represented by 
trigonometEic series in x. Only lhe first three harmonics will be retained 
in these series. Then, 
(47) 
VI ~ Yl cos x + Y2 U + cos 2x) + Y3 cos 3x 
w2 = z7 cos x + 2:a U + cos 2x) + Zg CoS 3x 
The constants xl' --x6, Yl' --Yo' 2: 1 --2:9 are 21 parameters that must be 
chosen to render the potential energy stationary. Through lhe inlroduction 
of lhe term 1 + cos .2x, lhe forced boundary condHions, v 1 " v.2 " Wo " w 1 = w.2 " O 
for x " '1f/.2, are satisfied automatically. 
Certain supplemental conditions mus! be imposed on lhe coefficíents 
to insure that lhe boundary condUions are s.atisfied in particular cases. If 
the ends of lhe sheU are perfectly free to warp and bend, no restrictions are 
imposed on lhe coefficients in the equations for ul and u2' However, in this 
case, lhe natural boundary conditions, w
o 
" w 1 " W 2 " O for x = '1T/2, require 
that 2: 2 " 2: 5 = 2:a '" O. Hence, in this case, there are la undetermined 
parameters. 
If lhe ends of lhe waU are hinged to rigid plates, the natural boundary 
o • •• •• ".. _/ • 
condltlons, Wo = w 1 " w 2 " O for x " 1i 2, are retalned. Hence, again, 
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z2 ~ 2:5 " z8 "O. Furthermore, in this .case, u 1 " u2 " O at the enda • 
• 
There!pre, xl = xa and x4 "x6. Consequently, in this case, there are 16 
undetermined parameters. 
If the ends of the wall are clamped to rigid plates, u1 " u2 = O at the 
ends. Hence, again, xl " x3 and x4 "x6' In this case, the natural boundary 
. . , 
conditions are superseded by the forced boundary condUions, W
o 
" w 1 = w 2 = O 
for x """/2. Hence, zl = 3z3' z4 = 3z6, and z7 "32:9, Consequently, in this 
case, there are 16 undetermined param~ters, 
Tentatively, the 21 coe!ficients in lj;q. 47 will be considered lo be inde-
pendent. Then the final formulas may be easUy specialized for various end 
condUions • 
. Equations 32 and 47 yield 
!lal '" (nYl .;. z4) cos x .;. (nY2 + z5) (1 + cos 2x) + (nY3 + z6) cos 3x 
(48) 
Ba2" (2nY4 + z7) cos x + (2nY5 + z8) (1 + cos .2x) + (2nys .;. z9) cos 3x 
af3 1 " (Y1 .;. n2:4 ) cos x.;. (Y2 + nz5) (1 + cos 2x) + (Y3 + nz S) cos 3x 
a{32 " (y 4 + 20z7) cos x + (y 5 +2nz8) (1 + cos 2x) + (y S + 2n2:9) cos3x 
For brevity, Eq. 48 is written as follows.: 
8&lr1 " PI cos x + P2 (1 + cos 2x) + P3 cos 3x (49) 
!la2 = P4 cos x + P5 (1 + cos 2x) + Ps cos 3x 
a{31 " III cos x + G2 .(1 + cos 2x) + Ga cos 3x 
af3 2 " G4 cos x + G5 (1 + cos 2x) + '16 cos 3x 
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PI " nYl '+ z4' P2 " nY2 + z5' P3" nY3+ zB (50) 
P4 '" 2ny 4 + z'l" P5 " 2nY5+ zs' PB = 2nY6 + Zg 
q1 = Y1 +nz4, q2=Y2+ nz5' q3 "Y3 + nZB 
q4 "Y4 + 2nz7, q5 " Y5 + 2nzS' 1).6 " Y6 + 2nzg 
150 FURTHER EXPANSION OF THE MEMBRANE ENERGY 
• Substituting Ell.o 47 into Ell.o 35, and neglecting quadratic terms in U
o 
(se.e Article 13), we obtain relations of the form, 
Cio Ci = -{2' + CH cos x + Ci2 cos .2x + Ci3 cos 3x + -- (51) 
Dio 
D. = -- + D· 1 cos x + D. 2 cos2x + Di3 cos3x + --1 {2' 1 1 
Si " Sil sin x +8i2 sin 2x + Si3 sin 3x +--
These series proceed as far as .sixth harmonics, but the harmonics of higher 
order than S are presumably unimportant, since the expansions of ul' u2' v p 
v2' wo' w1, w2 (Ell.o 47) exlend only as far as third harmonicso Consequently, 
terms beyond the third harmonics will not be consideredo 
To express the resulta in a form that is convenienl for coding on a 
digital computer, the following 7 operations on 2 x 4 matrices .are defined: 
Fo (". al a2 a,) 1 (52) b
3 
= aobo +!" (al b 1 + a2b2 + ~3bS) b
o 
b 1 b2 
F 1 ( ". al 13.2 a3 ) 1 1 b
o 
b 1 b2 bS 
= aob1 + albo + ~a1 b2 + a2b1) + i"<a2ba + a 3b2) 
F 2 ( 13.
0 al a2 ", ) 1 1 
, b
o 
b l b2 b3 
= aob2 + a2bo +!" al b 1 +!" (a1b 3 + aab1) 
-S.8-
(" al a2 as) ,..., bS . 1 l F 2 bo b l b 2 '" aob 2 + a2bo - '[ al b l + '[(al bS + aSb l ) 
(" al .iIl:2 as) 1 F S b
a 
b l b 2 b S 
" aobS + aSbo + '[ (al b 2 + a2b l ) 
~" al a2 .,) l . l F 4 b
o 
b l b 2 bS 
= albo - aob l + '2' (a2b 1 - al b 2) + '2'(aSb2-a2bS) 
(" al a2 ~) .. . F5 ho b l b2 b S ' "a2bo - ao b2 + '2' al b l + '2' (aSbl - alba) 
The aboye seven operations can be reduced to 4 basic ones. This 
follows from the fact that 
- (ao 
al a2 
" ) (" al ., -.,) (5S) F 2 b
o 
b l b 2 
b
S 
.... 
" f 2 b . b
o 
-b l b 2 S , 
(" al a2 ,,) (" '. -., ". ) F 4 =F b: .'. b
a 
b l b 2 
.. l 
b 3 bo -bl -b2 
(" al a2 .,) "F{" '. a2 a3 ) F5 b l b 2 b 2 -b b b 3 bo b l o 3 
These relations are useful for coding for a digital computer. 
With the preceding notations., we have the following trigonometric 
identities: 
-3.9-
+b2 cos 2x + ba cos 3x) 
=F (" al a2 >, ) + Fl (>' al a2 ~) 00 .. o bo b 1 b 2 b3 b o b l b 2 b 3 
+F (>, al a 2 >,) (>, " ~ >,) cos 2x + F 3 cos 3x + ---
2 b b l b 2 b3 bo b l b 2 b 3 ' o 
(al sin x + a 2 sin 2x + a 3 sin 3x) (b l sin x + b 2 sin 2x + b 3 sin 3x) 
=F 
o (: 
+F, (: 
(54) 
(al sin x + a2 sin 2x + a 3 sin 3x) (bo + b l cos x + b 2 cos 2x + b 3 cos 3x) 
=F 4 (:, a a) 2 3 sin 2x b 2 b 3 
• Equations 35, 47, 51, and 54 yield (with quadratic terms in u
o 
neglected) 
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+ 2Fo 
(55) 
Ditto with F 1 throughout. 
+Fo (: Yl 2Y2 3Y3 ) (O zl 2z2 3z3 ) . + 2Fo Y4 2yS 3Y6, o z4 2zS 3z6 
+ Fo (: z4 2zS 3ZS) z7 2za 3z.e 
2 Cl!: DUto, with F 1 throughout 
,.." ~ 
"" 2 C 12: Ditto, with F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2 
2 C 13 : Ditto, w1th F 3, F 3, -F3, -F3, -F3 
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2-{2'C 20 = 4Fo (: 
x4 2x5 3',) (" xl + Fo 2x2 3'3) 
o o o o xl 2x2 3x3 . 
-F 
. (O Yl 2Y2 3Y3 ) (: z4 2x5 3',) +F O O Yl 2Y2 3Y3' O 2x5 3z 6 z4 
+ 4Fo (" '1 ", 3'3) 
O z7 2za 3z.e 
4 C 2l : Ditto, with F 1 throughout 
4 C23 : Oitto, with F 3' F 3, -F3, -F3, -F3 
.2a20 00 '" 4a F O (" "1 " "3 ) 1 O O O + n2Fo (" '1 
(" X +4n2Fo 4 
. O x 4 
x, x, ) ("' + 2Fo 
x 5 x 6 z2 
+ F (q5 q4 q5 q6) 
O q5 q4 q5 Q6. 
21!1a200l: Oitto. with F 1 throughout 
, 
O xl 
zl z2 Z3) 
zl Zz z3 
Xz 
'3) 
x 2 x 3 
2 {2a20 02 : Ditto, with F 2, F2, F2, F 2, F 2, F 2• F 2, F 2, F 2 
(56) 
2 {2a20 03 : Oitto, withF 3' -F 3' -F 3' F 3' F 3' F 3' F 3' F 3' F 3 
" 
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(2'a:2DIO = 2aF o ~2 " 132 , ) (O Xl x2 :: ) a ·+2n2F 1 o o o o o x4 x5 
+ 2Fo (" " " '3 ) + Fo (" PI 132 ::) P2 PI P2 Pa P5 134 135 
+ Fo (" " " ,,) 
q5 q4 q5 q6 
2 2a Dll : Ditto, withF 1 throughout 
2¿DI2 : 
...., 
Ditto, with F 2,11'2' F 2' F 2' F 2 
2 -(2~2D20 " 4aF o t5 134 135 pa) 2 (o Xl x2 xa): -n F . 1 o o o· o o Xl x2 xa 
+F. (" " " ,,) +4F (" 
zl z2 '3 ) (q, ql q;a '3) o 13 .. F o 13·2 131 132 Pa 5 134 135 13 6 q2 ql q2 q3 
2 4a D2l : Ditto, with F 1 throughout 
2 ~ 4a D22 : Ditto, with F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2 
2 4a D23: Ditto, with Fa' -F3, Fa' F 3,F3 
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3y ) 
o 3 - 2nF 4 (57) 
- 2nF 4 
- F 4 
(0 y_ 2Y5 ,y,) 
+ 2F 4 
(:2 
zi 2z2 3Za) 
P2 Pi P2 P3 qi q2 q3 
+ F, (0 z4 2z5 ",) (" z7 228 ",) q6 - F 4 .. q2 q5 q4 q5 qi q2 q3 
2aS12 : Ditto, with F 5 throughout 
2aS 13 : Ditto, with F 3 throughout 
(0 y_ "5 ,y,) (0 x_ x5 
:6) 2aS21 = - 2aF 4 .. - 4nF 4 1 o 1 o o o o 
- nF4 
(0 x, x2 x, ) (0 Yl 2Y2 ,y,) 
.. o Xl 2x2 
3x
3 
. - F 4 · P2 
Pl P2 P3 . 
(0 y_ 2Y5 ,y,) 
+ 2F4 (" " ", ::,) - 2F 4 . 
z2 zl z2 z3 q5 q4 q5 
+ F 4 (O z4 2z5 "~ q2 ql q2 q3 . 
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2aS22 : Ditto, with F 5 throughout 
2aS23 : Ditto, with F 3 throughout 
The words "dUto" mean that theequations are like those preceding, 
except for the designated changes in the operators F l' F 2, etc. For example, 
when written in full, the equation for 2a2D13 is 
2 2a D13" 2aF3 
+ 2F3 ('2 
P2 
¡ .7T/2 2 o Di 
zl 
Pl 
('2 '1 P2 P3) 2 
1 o o o " 
- 2n F3 
z2 
'}F ("2 Pl P2 P 3 P2 3 P5 P4 P5 
(0 xl x2 x3) 
,o x4 x5 X s 
'3) ('2 ql q2 + F3 
Ps q5 q4 q5 
(58) 
'3) 
qs 
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F.¡ence, Eq, 46 yields 
_ "/'1'Eha [ 1T Um - 2 4"" 1 ~ v 
2c ¿ 
i = 1 
2 2 2 
(59) 
-{F 2 6 
- --g- L Cio C i3 + ~ L Cn C i2 + O- L C i2 C i3 
i " 1 i = 1 i = 1 
+ 11" 
.2 2 2 2 2 1{2' 2 ¿ (Dio + Dil + Di2 + Di3 ) + 2 L Dio Dil '"4 
i = o i = o 
..,f2' 2 2 2 6 2 
- --g- L Dio Di3 + ~ ¿ Dil Di2 + '5 L Di2 Di3 
i =0 i = o i " o 
+ 'Tfv 
'2 
L (Cío Dio + Cil Dil + C i2 Di2 + Ci3 Di3) ~
i = 1 
2 2 
L: 2: 
i " 1 i = 1 
2 2 
L: L 
i = 1 i = 1 
11" ~2 222 
+ T (1 - v) L... (Sil + Si2 + Si3) + '3 H - v) 
i = 1 
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For nu~erical co~putations, it is convenient to express the ter~s 
in Eq. 59 as scaIar products of vectors. To this end, the following ~atrices 
are defined: 
(60) 
o o o D
o1 D02 D03 (S11 S12 S13 ) 
Cl! C 12 C 13 Dll D12 D13 S21 S22 S23 
C 21 C 22 C 23 D21 D22 D23 
These are designated as the C, D, and S ~atrices. The first row of the C 
~atrix is defined to consist of zeros, since the quantities C oo' Col' C O2 ' C 03 
do not enter into Eq. 58. However, these quantities occur later in the for~ula 
for O. 
The colu~ns of the preceding ~atrices ~ay be regarded as vectors. 
Writing bars over letters to denote vectors, we designate the colu~ns 'of the 
~atrices as Co' C 1, C 2, C 3, Do' D1, D2, D3, Sl' S2' S3' With Gibbs' vector 
notation, Eq. ·59 ~ay be written as follows; 
U ~ 1fEha [ -rr[ C2 + C2 + C2 + (52 + 1)2 + i52 + 1)2 + D2 ~ 1 2 4" "0 1 230 1 23 
- v 
+ 21' (Co ' Do + <\ . D1 + C 2 • D2 + C 3 • D3) + -i (1 - v )(S~ + S~ + s~~ 
+ l{2' Dco + vDo)' (C1 - }C3> + <i50 + vCoHD1 - }D3>] 
+i [ C 1 • (C2 + vD2) + D1 ' (D2 + 1'(52)+(1 - 1')81 , 82] (61) 
+~ [ C 2 " (C3 + vD3 ) + D2 • (D3 + vC3 ) +}(1 - 1')82 , ss) 
2 ./nI . 
_ -rrv (D2 + D2 + D2 + D2 ) _ -{Z 2 D D + 'J 2 2 D D 
4 00 01 02 03 v 00 01 --r- v 00 03 
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16. FURTHER EXPANSION OF THE BENDlNG ENERGY 
Substituting Eq. 47 into Eq. 38, we obtain relations of the form, 
A. = 
1 
A io 
- + A' l cos X + A' 2 cox 2x + A' 3 cos 3x + ---{2' 1 1 1 
B io Bi = -{2' + Bil cos X + Bi2 cos2x + Bi3 cOS 3x + ---
(62) 
As in the preceding article, harmonics beyond the third order will be neglected. 
Equations 38, 47, 52, 54, and 62, yield 
(0 zl 4z2 
:Z3) +', (, Y1 4Y2 9Y3) (63) A = 2aF 
00 o 1 o o q2 q1 q2 q3 
+Fo (o Y4 
4Y5 
9
Y6) 
q5 q4 q5 q6 
--{aA01 " Ditto, with Fl throughout 
-{iA02 '" Ditto, with F 2 throughout 
-V2A03 = Ditto, with F 3 throughout (:, (o Z 4z 9Z) Y4 4Y5 9Y,) -,¡zAto" 2aF ° 4 5 6 + F o 1 o o o q1 q2 q3 , 
+ Fo 
(, Y, 4y, 9Y3 ) 
q5 q4 q5 q6 
2All : Ditto, with F 1 throughout 
2A12: Ditto, with F 2 throughout 
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2A13: Ditto, with F 3 throughout 
2A21 , Ditto, with F 1 throughout 
2A22 : Ditto, with F 2 throughout 
2A23: DiUo, with F 3 throughout 
2 2a B = -4aF 
00 ° 
- 4F 
° (:: :; 
2 
-a: F 
° 
- F 
° 
Ditto, with F 1 throughQ,ut 
(64) 
- ~ ..., 
2 1/2a:2B01: 
2 ,fta:2Bo'2: Ditto, with F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2 
2 ..J2a2B03: Ditto, with F 3' F 3' F 3' F 3' F 3' F 3' F 3' F 3' 
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-{2i'B = 2a n F (CJ.2 CJ.1 CJ.2 CJ.' (P2 P1 P2 P~ - 2aF 10 o 1 o o o o 1 o o o 
+ nFo (" P1 P2 P3) + 2nF o (p5 P4 P5 pe) _ F o(CJ.2 CJ.1 CJ.2 CJ.3) CJ.5 CJ.4 CJ.5 CJ.e CJ.2 CJ.1 CJ.2 CJ.3 CJ.5 CJ.4 CJ.5 CJ.e 
- 4Fo C2 
zl z2 Z3) _ 2Fo( P2 P1 P2 P3 ) 
P2 P1 P2 P3 P5 P4 P5 Pe 
2 (o zl 2z2 3<,) ,(, z4 2z5 3Ze ) 
- 2a. F -aF\ o 
o z4 2z5 
o 2z8 329 3ze o z7 
2a.2BU: Ditto, with F 1 throughout 
2 ~ ~ 2a B12 : Ditto, with F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2 
2 2a B13: Ditto, with F 3' F 3' F 3' F 3' F 3' F 3' F 3' -F 3' -F3 
2 1/2a2B20 = 8anF (CJ.5 CJ.4 
o 1 o 
- 4aF CJ.5 CJ.e) (p5 P4 P5 
o o o 1 o o :e) 
- 2nF o (P2 
P1 P2 P3) (., '1 " .,) (" '1 P2 P3) + Fo - 2F o 
CJ.2 CJ.1 CJ.2 CJ.3 CJ.2 CJ.1 CJ.2 CJ.3 P2 P1 P2 P3 
- 8F ( z2 zl Z2
Z
3) .2 (: z4 2z5 3z.e )' - a F o o 2z5 3ze P5 P4 P5 Pe z4 
2 ("1 2z2 3Z3) - 4a F o 2z8 3z9 o z7 
2 4a E 21 ; Ditto, with F 1 throughout 
" I 
l' ¡j 
.. ~ 
. ,1 
: I 
I .1 
" " 
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2 ,.., --4a B22 : Ditto, with F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2, F 2 , F 2 
2 4a B23: Ditto, with F 3, F 3, F 3, F 3, F 3, F 3, -F 3, -F3 
2aT11 = -4anF4 
(0 Z4 
1 ° ° 
_ 2nF 4 (0 
CJ.2 
Y4 2Y5 
P1 P2 
2aT 12: Ditto, with F 5 throughout 
2aT13 : Ditto, with F3 throughout 
3Z) .9 + F 
° 4 (
O '1<7 2'1<S 
. 2aT21 = - SanF4 . 
1 ° ° 
.(65) 
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2aT22 : Ditto, with F 5 throughout 
2aT23 , Ditto, with F 3 throughout 
The coefficients Aij , Bij , T .. may be convenient1y arranged in'matrix 1J 
form, as follows: 
Aoo A01 A 02 A03 Boo BOl B 02 B03 (:ll T 12 T 13 ) A 10 AU A 12 A13 B10 BU B 12 B 13 Tal T22 T .(66) 23 
A20 .A.21 A 22 A23 B20 B21 B22 B23 , 
These are designated as the A, B, and T matrices. The columns of these 
- -matrices, regarded. as vectors, are represented by the symbols A
o
' Al' A 2, 
A3, Bo' B 1, B2, B3, T 1, T2, T3, By analogy to Eq, 61, we obtain the following 
formula for the strain energy of bending of the shell: 
u= gEh
3 [1í F(A2+A2+A2+A2+'B2+B2+B2+B2 
b 12 (1 _ v 2)a t 4' t o 1 2 3 o 1 2 3 
+ 2v (Ao ' Bo + Al' B1 + A 2 ' B2 + A3 • B 3 ) (67) 
+ } (1 - v) (r~ + T~ + T~) J 
+ :¡J2'( (Ao + vEo>' (Al - }A3> + (Bo + vAo) f (B1 - } B3>] 
+ i [ Al • (A2 + 11 B2) + Bl • (82 + 11 A2) + (1 - 11) T 1 • T 2 ] 
+ ~ [A2 ' (/;:3 + v B3H 132 • (B3 + lIA3) +} (1 - v) T2 • T3]} 
Equations 40, 51, and 62 yield the following formula for the strain 
energy of a reinforcing ring, in which c
r 
is the coordinate of the ring ([hat 
is; x = c
r 
at the ring): 
2 
+~Q L 
a r i = o 
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~ ~ (-- + D0 1 cos c + D0 2 cos .2c +D0 3 cos 3c ) 12' 1 r 1 rl r 
Do la X (- + D0 1 cos c + D0 2 cos 2c + D0 3 cos 3.c ) 21 r 1 r 1 r (68) 
2 
L 
i = o 
B~ 2J (- + BOl cos c + B0 2 cos2c + B0 3 cos 3c ) 
-(2' 1 r 1 r 1 r. 
Expanding in a trigonometric series, and using the vector notation introduced 
previously, we obtain 
(69) 
where 
(70) 
+ Ir (i32 + :82 + ]32 + B2)] ? o 1 2 3 
H1 = 1f Ea [ Ar ( fi Do· D1 + D1 " D2 + D2 " D3) 
+ '!r (VZ Bo· D1 + {t B1" Do + B1" D2 + B2" D1 + B2"D3 + E3'D2) 
1 
+ r ? 
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H2 =..q:. Ea [Ar (}D~ + ,¡2'Do· D2 + D1" D 3) 
+ ~r(B1· D 1 + V2'Bo· D2 + -..{2'B2 - Do + El" D3 + B3" D1) 
+ ~ (} E~ + WEo" E2 + El" E3) J 
H3 = ~ Ea [ Ar ( ¡(2' Do· D3 + D1• D2) 
+ ~r ( V2Bo' D3 + -{2'B3" Do + B 1" D2 + B2 " D1) 
Since the coefficients H
o
' H1, H2, H3 do not depend on the locations of 
the rings, the strain energy oí N identic¡il rings is (71) 
¡; Ur '" N Ho + Hl L cos c r + H2 L cos 2cr + H3 L cos3c r 
rings rings rings 
17. POTENTIAL ENERGY OF EXTERNAL FORCES 
) dx 
(72) 
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where 
(
a b C) 11" 8 3fT 4 31'1' 92 
F 6 x y z = 1í ax + -¡r ay + nr az + ~ bx + Tby + 'rO bz (73) 
31'1' 24 1'1' 
- nr cx - n cy + 'Ir cz 
By Eqs. 45 and 51 
foff!2 ~ dx = - _fl"-o= 
o 2 -{"2' 
+ :r;;> 0 03 + consto 3y2 
2 [ 
1T' . 1 r< 1Tvv v 
- F -.C +C 01 -."."'03+......,-D. +-D01 - _r.l' 
. _ 2 1/2' 00 ., 'i 00 {2' 3V 2 
(74) 
(75) 
0&.3] 
The total pot,ential energy ls Y = Um + Ub + E Urings + g. Consequently, 
Eqs. 50, 52, 55, 56, 57, 60, 61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 69, 70, 71, 73, and 75 
se.rve to express V as a fourth degree polynomial in the21 variables xl' -- x 6' 
y!' --Y6' zl' -- 209 , The external pressure p and .the axial compressive force 
F are linear parameters in thls funetion, sinee they appear only in the formula 
for O (Ec¡. 75). The formula for V ls valid for three end conditions: (1) A 
cylinder with very flexible end plates. (2) A cylínder that is hinged to rigid 
end plates. (3) A cyUnder that is elamped to rigid end plates. In ea.eh case, 
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a few of the variables areeliminatedby lhe forced boundary conditions, as 
explained in Article 14. However, there remain la or 18 generalized 
coordinates that must be chosen to minimize V (or, al least, lo provide a 
stationary value to V). By the introduction of further assumptions about the 
.d.eformation pattern, some of the variables \!an be eliminated. However, 
without drastic assumptions, the problem cannot be handled with desk computers.· 
With the aid of the Illiac, an electronic digital computer, some numerical data 
have been obtained, and the analysis of a given shell accordingly seems feasible. 
The numerical computations are dis.cussed .in Articles 22 and 23. 
CHAPTER 3 
EULER CRITICAL PRESSURE 
18. UNBUCKLED FORM 
Before buckling~ u1 = u2 = vI" v2 " w 1 " w 2 = O. Hence, xl = x2 = x3 
= x4 = x5 = x a = O, Yl = Y2 = Y3 = Y4 '" Y5 = Y6 = O, z4 = z5 = za = z7 = z8" Zg = O. 
Therefore, PI = P2 = P3 .= P4 = P5= P6 = O and ql = q2 " q3 = q4 = q5 '" q6 = O. 
The unbuckled form may be calculated by means oí the linear theory oí 
elasticity. Consequently, only the linear terms in the A, B, C, and.D matrices 
need be retained. AH terms in the .s and T matrices are zero. There are no 
nonzero linear terms in the e matrix. When only linearterms are retained, 
the A, B, and D matrices reduce to 
D MATRIX 
o o o o 
o o o o 
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A MATRIX 
o ..J2az 1 4l2az2 912az3 
o o o o 
o o o o 
B MATRIX 
-fiz 1 - V2z2 - -{2z3 
-a a a a 
o o o o 
o o o o 
Consequently, Eqs. 
(76) 
1T Eh3 {1T [2 1 2.2 32 u= ---.; ..:....:::::.:-..,..-- ....- (a + -"'a - 2,,) 1111 + (16a + -.,.a. - 8,,) 112 b 12(1 _ ,,2)a ¿¡ "
2 1 2 ] 16 .2 1 + (81a +,. -18" )z3 + T(a +,. 
a a 
(77) 
+ T (27a +:-;z- - 61') z2z3 16 2 1 } , 
3a ' 
(78) .. 
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{i ,'\, 
H = 1'íE (A __ 2~_ 
3 a r a 
Conaequently, if there are N identica~ reinforcing ringa, the strain energy 
of all the rings (by Eq. 71) is 
1TE 2~ Ir 1, 2 2 2 t Ur = :re:- (Ar - a-- +:;t) L N(zl + 3z2 + z3) (79) 
+ 2(3z1 z2 + z2z 3) .?= cos c r 
rmgs 
+ (Z~ + 4Z~ + 2z 1 z3) ~ cos 2c r + 2(zl z2 + 2z2z 3) .?: cos 3e r J 
. rmgs . rmgs 
Since the linear theory of elasticity ls used for computing the unbuckled 
form, only the linear terms in (zl' z2' z.3) need be retained in n. ConsequenUy, 
Eqs. 56 and 75 yield 
n = (21Tpa - l/;> (2z1 +1T z2 - i z3) (80) 
The total strain energy ls 
U = U
m 
+ Ub + Z:;Ur . This is a quadratic form in the variables 
(zl' z2' z3); that ls, 
(81) 
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Qonsequenny, 
= 11E 
a 
h:+ "Y'fh 
[ 
3 
11 2 (82) 12(1 - v ) 
a = 1íE 
.. 22 a [ 
1íh3 2 3 . 2 ~ 31fh :+ 2 06a :t, -81') :+ K1'< -N:+8 Ecos c r ) 12(1 - v ) a , 
where 
2Q K =A __ r 
r r a 
(83) 
The foregoing equations may he specialized for various end conditions. 
If the ends of the shell are hinged, the natural bounda~y condition, "...;¡0{1T/2) = o 
yields z2 = o. For the infinitesimal theory of b\lckling, we also neglect the 
third harmoníc; that is, we assumed za= o .. Hence, Eq. 81 yields U = j a 11 z~. 
The total potential energy is V = U :+ ·0. For a shell with simply supported 
ends, the condition for stationary potential energy (dV/dz 1 = o) acco1'dingly 
yields 
- 4pa :+ 2vF 
11' 1f2a 
z =--------~r_--------~~~--~~~~---
1 Eh Eh3 2 1 :tEKr . 2 
(84) 
T:+ 2 (a:+ , - 21') :+ Ecos c r l2( 1 - 11' )a a a rr 
If the ends of the shell are clamped, z1 = 3z3• Hence, ir z3 is 
1 2 
neglected, zl must also be neglected. Then U = "2" a22 z2' and the condition 
for stationary potential energy (dV/dz2 = o) yields 
vF 
- 2pa:+-1'Ta 
z 2 = -------........ 3r----.!.!..:=------..t"'K""· ·"'(\"":-"'N"":+-'8""I:"""c-o-s~2"'c---'-) 
3Eh:+ Eh (16a2 :+ 3 _ 81'):+ • r ... r 
a 12(1 - ¡p2)a;:r a 1'( 
(85) 
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19, GENERAL INFINITESIMAL THEORY OF BUCKLING 
The generalized coordinates of the problem are xl' x2 ' -- x 6' Y1' 
Y2' -- Y6' zl' z2' -- z9' Tentatively, these will be designated as 
xl' x2 ' -- x21 ' 
For the infinitesimal theory of buckltng, the potential energy V may 
be approximated as a cubic polynomial in xl' x 2 ' --- x21 ; that is, 
V= The coefficients b, 'k lJ 
and bjk are symmetrical in the indexes; that is, 
permutation of the indexes. For example, 
they are not chapged by 
¡,Let the variables xi take variations ~i' Then 
V + t. V = I:I:I: bijk (xi + ~i) (xj + ~j) (xk + ~k 1 
I:I: b jk (xj + ~j) (xk + ~k) + ---+ 
The increment t. V may beexpanded in a series, 
1 2 t.V= óv+2"ó V+--, 
where ó V is a linear form in ~i; ó 2V is a quadratic form in ~i' etc, Hence, 
I:I:I: b"k (x'~'~k + x'~k~' + xk~'~') ~ 1 J J 1 1 J 
Since the subscripts of b ijk may be permuted, and since i, j, k are dummy 
indexes, 
= 
~,'!f:, ~, bijkXi~j~k = I:I:I: bjikXj~i~k 
I:I:I: bijkXj~k~i' etc. 
(a) 
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Hence, Eq, a reduces to 
(b) 
Set 
(e) 
Equations b and e yield 
(d) 
The coeffieients e jk are linear funetions of xi' In the present case, only 
x 13 ' x 14 ' and x15 (that is, zl' z2' and z3) are different from zero, sinee .the 
unbuekled form ls axial1y symmetrical (see Artiele 18). Consequently, the 
2 
sum in Eq, e eontains only 3 nonzero terms. Therefore, to compute 6 V, 
we do not require all the eoeffieients b ijk ; we require only those for whieh 
i = 13, 14, or 15. In other words, in the expression for V, we require only 
the eubie terms that eontain z l' z2' or z3' 
For the unbuekled form, the variables z l' :¡;2' z3 are known linear 
funetions of p (Artiele 18), Consequently, the eoeffieients e jk are linear 
fune tions of p; that is, 
where (a'k) and ([3 'k) are symmetrie square matrices, 
. J J 
Beeause of the foreed boundary eonditions, the variations gi are not 
(el .. 
aH arbitrary, If the ends are simply supported, there are 18 independent gIs, 
and ir the ends are elamped there are 16 independent gIs, Consequently, in 
general, the matrices (aij) and (¡3ij) are of order 16 x 16 or 18 x 18. 
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After the forced boundary conditions are taken into account, the 
stability criterion is that the quadratic form 6 2V (Eq. d) be positive definite. 
In turn, this condition requires that the determinant of the matrix (c ij ), and 
the determinants of all the submatrices obtained by striking out right-hand 
columns and bottom rows, shall be positive. Consequen.tly, buckling occurs if 
anY of these determinants ls zero. The largest determinant - the determinant 
of the entire matrix (cij ) - ls always the first to vanish, slnce the vanishing of 
a sub-determinant implies buckling of a system that is constrained by elimi-
nation of sorne of the degrees of freedom. Consequently, the buckling criterion 
is 
(B6) 
where the symbol "det" denotes "determinant. " 
To simplify the analysis, we neglect third harmonics in x. Then,. 
reverting to the notations of Eq. 47, we discard x3' x 6' y 3' Y 6' z3' z6' Zg' 
Furthermore, cubic terms in the bending energy will be neglected, since the 
signiflcant cubic terms occur in the membrane energy and the potential energy 
of the external forces. With these assumptions, Eqs. 50, 52, 55; 56, 57, 63, 
.64, and 65 yield the following approximations, in which the das hes denote terms 
that are neglected on the basis of the preceding argument: 
_rnr 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 \/2 Coo " (Xl + 4x2) + (x4 + 4x5) + (Y1 + 4Y2) + (Y4 + 4Y5) 
2 2 2 2 22 
+ 2(zl + 4z2) + (z4 + 4z5) + (z7 + 4z B) 
2C 03 "x1x 2 + x4x 5 - Y1Y2- Y4Y5 - 2z1 z2 - z4 z5 - z7 z B 
...¡zC 10 " zl z4 + 4z2z 5 +--
(B7) 
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C 13 " - z1 z5 - z2 z4 + --
-{2c20 " z1 z 7 + 4z2z S +--
C21 "x4 + z1 z S + z2z 7 +--
1 C22 = 2x5 - ~z1z7 +--
12 2212 22 
+ ~ (n + 1) (Y1 + 3Y2) + -2-<f1 + 1) (z4 + 3z5) + 2n(Y1 z4 + 3Y2z5) 
12 2212 22 
+ ~(4n + 1) (Y4 + 3Y5) + -2<4n + 1) (Z7 + 3zS) + 4n(Y4z 7 + 3Y5zS) 
.1":'2 2 2 2 21j2a D01 = 4az1 + n x 1x 2 + 4n x4x 5 + 6z 1z2 + 3(n + 1)Y1Y2 
2 2 
+3(n +1)z4z5+6n{Y2z4+Y1z5)+3(4n +1)Y4Y5 
2 
+ 3{4n + 1} z7 zS + 12n(Y5z 7 + Y4zS) 
-63-
-{Za2D20 " 2a(2ny 5 + za) + 2~(y 4 zl + 3Y5z2) + (zl z7 + 3z2z a) + --
a
2D21 = a(2ny 4 + z7) + 3n(y 4 z2¡ + Y5 z 1) + i<z2z7 + zl za) + --
1 
aS21 = - aY4 - 2nx4 + "2"(Y4 z2 - Y5 z 1} + n(zl z a + 2Z2z7) +--
aS22 = - 2ay5 - 2nx5 + n(4zaza + zl z7) + --
AOO = ---
A01 = -{2az 1 + --
A02 = 4.¡aaz2 + --
(90) 
A03 " ---
Al3 " ---
A21 =a:Z;7 + ---
A 22 " 4a:z;S' + ---
aBOO " - 2:Z;2 + ---
aBOl " - .yz:Z;l + ---
aB02 " - -va:Z;2 + ---
aBas: ---
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aBlO = >{Z(n
2 
- l):Z;5 + ---
aBll " (n
2 
- l):Z;4 + ---
_ 2 
aBl2 - (n - l):Z;5 + ---
aB13 " ---
aB20 " -{Z(4n
2 
- 1):Z;8 + ---
2 
aB21 "(4n - 1):Z;7 + ---
2 
aB22 = (4n - 1)z8 + ---
aB23 = ---
T= -. II nz + - - -22 W 8 
T23 = ---
Only the linear terms are retained in the preceding fOli'mulas for Aij , 
Bij , Tir In the formulas for Cij' Dij , Sij' only those quadratic terms are 
retained which contribute to quadratic or cubic terms involving 3 1, z2' z3 in 
the potential energy formul:;¡ ... 
20. INFINITESIMAL THEORY OF BUCKLING OF A SHELL WITH FLEXIBLE 
END PLATES 
In this article, weconsider a shell with perfectly flexible end plates, 
so that there are no axial constraints nor rotational constraints at the ends of 
the cylindrical wall. To insure theEie conditions, w
o 
= w1 = w2 = O at the ends 
of the shell. Hence, since third harmonics are neglected, Eq. 47 yields 
z2 = z5 :; z8 '" O. For consistency, the second harmonics in u1' u2' v1 ' v2 
will also be neglected. Then x 2 = x 5 = Y2 = Y5 = O. Also, second harmonics 
in (J will be neglected. Hence x4 = y 4 = z7 = O. With these conditions, 
Eqs. 87, 88, 89, and 90 are simplified, and Eqs. 59 and 67 yield, after 
simplification 
(91) 
(92) 
z~ } 
(93) 
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Only quadratic terms will be retained in the strain energy of a 
reinforcing ringo Then, by Eqs. 69, 70, and 83 
?fE 2 { 2 2 2 Ur = ra COS c r 2Kr z 1 + n ArY 1 (94) 
[ 
2Qr 2 Ir 2 2 ] 2 
+ Ar+a- (n -1)+,- (n - 1) z4 
, a 
+ 2n [Ar + ~r (n2 - 1) ] Ylz4 } 
If xl' Yl' zl' z4 receive variations si' S2' S3' S4' respectively, V 
is changed to V + t:. V. The second variation of V, being the part of t:. V that is 
quadratic in (Si' S2' S3' €4)' ls of the form 
4 4 
J;. Ó 2V = L L P .. s.s. 
.. 1 1 lJ 1 J 
(95) 
The coefficients P ij are symmetrical; that is, P ij = Pji' Equations 91, 92, 93, 
and 94 yield the following formulas for the coefficients P ij : 
P = 1TEh '[aA +!Jl _ v>n2 ] _ F 
11 4(1 _ 'IP 2)a;¿' a-;z 
2 2 Ehn2 (a + vn ) + -:.-z-zl 
3a 
Eh 2 [~tí (1 + v)n + ~:1 J, 
1 - v 
(96) 
{ 4! + [2a2 + 4v 
{
1í(2+1-V A) T ,n 2 a 
+1fP -!-z 
-;r 8a 
2 
+ En 
-ra L Ar cos2 c r 
rings ' 
-6S-
+ "Tt' np v nF + En 
'--47 ra ~ .[ 2 Qr] 2 L-. Ar + (n - 1) a .. cos c r 
rings 
Eh {.". 2z 1 [ 22 2 2 l} P 44 = 2 . "4 + 3R (n· + 3) + v a - v (n + 1) J 
(1 - v )a 
2 
1) ] + 
F [2 2 ] 
- SaZ a + v(n + 1) 
+E ~ 
re: L.... 
rings 
[ 
2 Qr 2 2 Ir 
Ar + 2(n - 1) a + (n M 1) ~ 
An irrelevant factor"" has been removed from each term Pij' 
If the rings are identic al, all the factors mOlV' be taken outside of the 
2 ~ 2 N+l 
sums, except cos c
r
' For equally spaced rings, L.... cos c r = 2 ' 
where N is the number of rings. 
Thebuckling criterion is det (Pij ) = O. Since the third row and the 
third column of the matrix (Pij ) consist of zeros, except fór the term P 33 , the 
buckling criterion reduces to 
P u P 12 P 14 
P 33 P 12 P 22 P 24 = O (97) 
P 14 P24 P 44 
The formula for P 33 ís 
P 33 = Eh (Fa 
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.". Eh3 + . 2 24{1 - v )a 
F ( v) 1Tp E ~ 2 
- 4" 1 +;r + -;r + a L-. Kr cos c r 
a rings 
- 2v) 
Ordínarily, P 33 does not vanish, and therefore the determinant in Eq. 97 must 
vanish. 
Analogous results are obtained for cylinders with clamped ends, or for 
cylinders with simply supported ends and rigid end plates. The results of 
Artícles 18 and 19 are valíd ín these cases, but the formulas in this article are 
altered, sínce the constraínts z2 = zij = z8 = O are supplanted by other constraints. 
21. INFINITELY LONG CYLINDER 
It is desirable to show that the theory of the last article provides the 
formula for buckling of a ring, if the ratio L/ a becomes infinite. Since the 
length of the cylinder has be en set equal to."., this condUion implies that a ... O. 
Lettíng the axial load be zero (F = O), we obtain from Eq. 84 
z _-= ____ -4~e.~--__ _= 
. 1 . 
Llm a = [ k 3 ] 1TE k+ -
a __ O·; 12(1 _ v 2) (98) 
where, for short, k = hl a. 
For the relatively long cylinder, n = 2 and a -... O. It is convenient to set 
2 Z 
(1 - v )p = P and 2. = _ " P. k 11'a 
Also, we may set E = 1. The coefficient " isdetermined by Eq. 98. 
Introducing the above conditions lnto Eq. 96, and cancelling a factor 
.,l, we obtain 
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P 12 = P 14 = O, P u f O 
P 22 = 1 - 8.36667 t.P + f 
1 ..... P P 24 = "2" - 5.09323" P +"2" 
1 3k2 P 
P 44 = '4 + 16 - 4.36667 t. P + '4 
The buckling criterion (Eq. 97) redlfces to 
= O 
Keepingonly linear terms in the characteristic equation, we obtain 
2 
1. 36500 A P + 1. 56875k2 t. P + O. 046875k2p + O. 1875P = ~ 
Hence, approximately, 
By Eq, 98, 
2 
(1. 36500 A + 0.18'75)P = ~ 
2 
"\(l-v)p 
f\ k 
Therefore, ,,:::::. 4 = 0.44537 with v = 0.30. Hence, by Eq. 99, 1'1'~(1 - v~) 
3k2 
P = 16 x .7954 
Therefore, 
(99) 
By ring theory, Pcr = ~. Since 1 = h3 / 12, 
a 
(100) 
- 3E h
3 
= O. 250Ek3 . Pcr -,.. 
a 12 
This agrees quite closely with Eq. 100. 
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It might he expected that, for correlation hetween ring theory and 
shell theory, we .should introduce the factor! 1 - v 2 )lnto the ring formula; 
that is, for a long tuhe, 
p = 3EI 
cr (l_v2)a3 
This yields, Pcr = 0.275Ek3. Thls buckling pressure is slightly hígher than 
that given by Eq. 100. However, the factor( 1 - v 2)ín the preceding equation 
ls somewha,t empirical. Consequently, the agre.ement between the present 
theoryand rlng theory seems quite satisfactory for long shells. 
CHAPTER 4 
NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS 
22. COMPUTATION OF EULER CRITICAL LOAD 
The deflection zl of the unbuckled form is expressed as a linear function 
of the lateral pressure p and the axial load F by Eq. 84. lf the shell ls 
subjected to hydrostatic pressure on the lateral surface and on the ends, 
F = -rr a2p. In any case, F ls ordinarily proportional to p. Consequently, 
Eq. 84 yields a relation of the form zl = -Cp, where C ls a numerlcal constant 
that depends on the dimensions of the shell. Since the buckling pressure is 
proportional to Young's modulus, we may set E = 1. For aH computations, 
Poisson's ratio v has heen sel equal to 0.30. 
It ls necessary to estimate the number n of waves in the infinitesimal 
pattern that precipitates buckling. Then Eqs. 96 yield relations of the form 
P ij = trij - P¡3ij' where aij and ¡3ij are numerical constants that depend on n 
and on the dimensions of the shell. The Euler critical pressure is determined 
by Eq. 97. Bince P 33 is not zero, it is irrelevant, and the determinant in 
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Eq, 97 must vanish, This condition yields a cubic equation in p, Rather 
than to expand the determinant and to solve the cubic, we may tabulate the 
values of the determinant for a sequence of values of p. Then the desired 
root of the determinantal equation may be determined by interpolation, This 
process must be repeated with several values of the integer n, until the value 
is found that renders p a minimum, 
With adesk computer, these calculations may requireseveral hours 
for each value of n, However, the work can be performed very quickly with 
an electronic digital computer, Thus, fairly comprehensive tables of the 
Euler critical pressure have been prepared for cylinders with and without 
rings (Tables 1 and2), The numerical calculations have been performed 
only for shells with simply supported ends and with no axial end constr"aints. 
For all the tabulations, the axial load F was set equal to 11' a:2p, Although 
the computations were performed for the case L = 11' and E = 1, the results 
are presented in a .dimensionless form that is gene rally valid, 
For shells without reinforcing rings, Table 1 gives the Euler critical 
pressurePcr and the corresponding number of lobes n for three thicknesses 
(h/a = 0,005, 0,01, and 0.015) and for values of L/a ranging from 0,20 to 50. 
It ls not possible to give numerical data for a representative assortment 
of reinforcing rings, Computations have been restricted to external rings of 
rectangular cross section, The thickness of a ring has been s.et equal to the 
thickness h of the cylinder, and the depth of a cross section of a ring has 
been set equal to kh, where k = 2, 4, or 6 (Figure 5). Three ring spacings 
have been considered (b/a = 0.2, 0,4, 0,6). With these numerical values, 
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results are given in Table 2 for shells with 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 reinforcing 
rings, The number of bays (inter-ring spaces) is one greater than the 
number of rings, In all cases, the ends of the shell were considered to he 
free from axial and rotatlonal constraints. 
23. COMPUTATIONS OF POST-BUCKLING BEHAVIOR 
As in the last article, computations have heen restricted to shells 
without axial or rotational end constraints. Then, as explained in Article 
14, the natural boundary conditions yi~ld z2 = z5 = z8 = O. Hence, there 
are 18 paraI1\eters that determine the b\lckled formo Since the numerical 
, 
work was somewhat exploratory, it seeI1'\ed inadvisable to retain.,all these 
parameters, Consequently, only first harmonics in the axial deflection 
pattern were retained, Then x2 = x 3 = x 5 = x6 = O, Y2= Y3 = Y5 = Y6 = O, 
z3 '" z6 = z9 = 0, Accordingly, Eq, 47 is approximated by 
u 1 = Xl sin x , u2 = x4 sin x 
(101) 
Computations are restricted to the case in which the axial force F 
results from hydrostatic pressure on the ends. Then F = '7f a:2P. 
The total potential energy of the buckled sheU ls V = U + Ub + ¡: U . m rmg$ 
+ n. Eqs, 50, 52, 55, 56, 57, 60, 61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 69, 70, 71, 73, 
and 75 serve to express V as a fourth degree polynomial in the 7 variables 
Xl' x4 ' Y1' Y4' zl' z4' zT The external pressure p occurs as alinear 
parameter in the coefficients of this polynomial, since p occurs only in the 
formula for n (Eq. 75). 
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Results oí T. A. M. Report No. 80 indicate that the number n of lobes 
that provides minimum V is either the same as the value of n for the mínimum 
Euler buckLing pressure, or el se it is one less than this value. Accordingly, 
the results of Article 22 (Tables 1 and 2) ware used to estimate n. 
Only the stable post-buckling configurations were considered. Nu-
merical values were assigned to the radius a, the thickness h, the length L 
(in all cases, L =11'), Young's modulus E (in all cases, E '" 1), and the ring 
parameters Ar , Qr' Ir' Except in one case, the parameters Ar , Qr' and Ir 
were sel equal to zero; that is, cylinders without rings were considered. An 
initial value of the external pressure p, somewhat higher than the Euler 
critical pressure, was adopted. With these constants, the values of xl' x4 ' Yl' 
y 4' zl' z4 z7 to minimize V were determined by a numerlcal procedure. The 
computations were repeated for a decreasing sequenc.e of values of p, until the 
computer faHed to give real values of the deflection parameters. Accordingly, 
the last value of p for which real deflection parameters were obtained was 
slightly higher than the minimum of the pressure-deflection curve (Figure 1). 
In each case, the .computations were performed for two consecutive values of 
n, the larger value corresponding to Euler buckling, Table 3. 
U appears that the rate oí convergence of the process for mínímizing 
Vis not very satisfactory. The simplest type of a numerical procedure was 
used. The variables (xl' x4 ' y l' Y 4' zl' z4' z7) were regarded as rectangular 
coordinates in a 7-dimensional configuration Space. An inUial point, representing 
an estimated buckled configuration was selected. The digital computer then 
calculated V for a number of points on an xl coordinate tine until a minimum 
was found. It then followed on x4 coordinate Une until a minimum was found, 
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and so ono After a complete circuit, it repeated the procesa. The procedure 
may he likened to a search for the bottom of a valley by patha that alternately 
run north or south and then east or west. At each minimum point on a path 
(or as close to it as we can approach by steps of given length) the eourse ia 
changedo 
Instead of trying to minimize V directly by numerical computations, we 
could sel the derivatives of V equal to zero; that is, 
av = O av = O av = 
&Xl 'h4 'aYl 
= O av - O 
, a~4 - , av - O 8Z
7 
-
These are seven cubic equations in the variables xl' x4 ' Yl' Y4' zl' z4' z7. 
The solution of these equations yields both the stable and unstable buekled 
configurationso It is possible thal a satisfactory numerical process for solving 
these seven cubics could be devised, but the authors did not investigate this 
methodo 
240 DISCUSSlON OF RESULTS 
Chapter 1 presents a derivation of the strain energy of a ring-reinforced 
elastic cylindrical shell in terms of the axial, circumferential, and radial 
displacement components (u, v, w) of the middle surfaceo Methods oí differ-
ential geometry were used, rather than an intuitive approacho The reinforcing 
rings may be offset with respeet to the middle surface of the shell; for example, 
they may be external or internaL The assumption that normals to the unde-
formed middle surface remain straightand normal has been employed. The 
magnitudes of thedisplacements are unrestricted, although an inaccuracy is 
introduced in Article 9 by quadratic approximations of the curvature terms" 
that determine the strain energy of bendingo The strain energy formula is 
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gene rally vaUd for elastic cylin~ical shells, h.'respective of the type oí 
loading. 
In Article 8, the potential energy of thee:x:ternal forces ts de~ived 
for a cylindrical shell that ia loaded by e:x:ternal hydrostatic pressure and by 
an a:x:ial cQwprea¡¡ive force. 
In Chapter 2, the displacement components (u, v w) are appro:x:imated 
by trigonometric e:x:pansions through second harmonics in the angular coordi-
nate 6, and through third harmonics in the a:x:ial coordinate:x:. The coefficients 
in the trigonometric series are generalized coordinates of the sbeU. Ac-
cordingly, the potential energy V of the shell becomes a cowplicated fou:rth 
degree polynomial in 21 generalized coordinates. By the applicaU~ of 
conatraints, which eliminate a few of the coordinates, various .end conditions 
can be realized; for e:x:ample, simply supported ends with flexible end plates 
(no a:x:ial constraints), simply supported ends with rigid end plates, and clamped. 
ends. The pressure p and the a:x:ial force F occur linearly in the expression 
for the potential energy of the external forces; they do not appear at a11 in the 
strain energy formula. 
Chapter 3 treats the infinitesimal theory of buckling (called the Euler 
theory). Details are carried out only for a shell with simply supported ends 
and without a:x:ial constraints. The theory for a shell with rigid end plates or 
with clamped ends runs parallel to the theory that is presented. The Euler 
theory is simplified by the discarding of 11.11 but the first harmonics from the 
Fourier series, and by the discarding of fourth degree terms from the potential 
energy expression. 
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Ch$pter 4 treats numerical computations. With the aid of the Illiac, 
an electronic digital computer, extensive numerical data have been obtll.ined 
for the Euler critical pressures of cylindrical shells that are load.ed by 
external hydrostatic pressure. The results are given in Tables 1 and 2; the 
computations are discussed in Article 22. For cylinders with rings, the Euler 
critical pressures for general instability (participation of rings) and for inter-
ring buckling are both recorded. 
For short cylinders (LI a < 0.50) the present theory shows a marked 
effect of the axial load on the Euler crHical pressure, whereas von Mises' 
theory (2) indicates that this effect is small. For example, for LI a " 0.40, 
hl a = 0.01, F "O, and n " 11, the present theory yields, for theEuler critical 
pressure, Pcr/E" 0.0000276. With F " 1'\"a2p, this value is changed to 
Pcr/E" 0.0000231, a reduction of 19.5 per cent. For the same dimensions, 
von Mises' theory yields pcr/E = 0.0000279 for F = O, and pcr/E = 0.0000273 
for F = 1f a2p. 
Except for very long shells, the Euler critical pressure is seemlngly 
not an adequate basis for design, since a buckled form can exist at a pressure 
considerably les s than the Euler critical pressure. This situation suggests 
the danger of snap-through. For cylinders under uniform external pressure, 
the minimum pressure at which a buckled form can exist (point C, Figure 1) 
ls tabulated in Table3 by the present theory, and by the theory of T. A. M. 
Report No. 80. Data of the Euler theory are also included in the tableo For 
comparative purposes, the Euler pressur·es, computed by von Mises' theory, 
are given. The tabulated values of n are consecutive integers, the larger 
corresponding to the minimum Euler critical pressure. The results indicate 
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that the Euler critical pressures and the entire pressure-deflection curves 
oI T.A. M. Report No. 80 are somewhat too high. Also, for short shells 
subjected to hydrostatic pressure on the ends and on the lateral surfaces, 
the Euler critical pressures of von Mis.es' theory are apparently as much as 
25 per cent too high in sorne cases. 
To provide a quick survey of the comparisons afforded by Table 3, the 
pressure-deflection curves of the cylinders have heen plotted by means of the 
theory of T. A. M. Report No. 80, and data obtained from the present theory 
are appended to the charts (Figures 6, 7, 8, 9). 
Figure 10 shows the cross sectional form of the ring-reinforced 
cylinder (Table3) at a pressure somewha:t above the Euler critical pressure. 
This curve was constructed graphically with deflectiondata obtained by the 
digital computer. 
25. CONCLUSIONS 
The general nature of the pressure-deflection curve for a cylindrical 
shell thal ls subjected to external pressure isdiscussed in the synopsis. 
Several curves of this type, computed by the theory of T.A. M. Report No. 80, 
are included in this report (Figures 6, 7, 8, 9). Data computed by the present 
theory are superimposed on these curves. 
Tables oí Euler critical pressures, computed by the present theory, 
are given in the report (Tables 1, 2). These data are of practical interest 
because they provide upper bounds for the buckling pressures of actual shells. 
The fact that the Euler critical pressures of von Mises' theory are sometimes 
as much as 25 per cent higher than thos.e of the present theory, suggests ttu¡,¡; 
the discrepancies hetween theory and experimen.t have resulted partly 
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froro incorrect deterroinaUons of the Euler critical pressures. The present 
theory agrees closely with von Mises I theory if there is no axial coropressive 
force. The theories differ significantly for short shells, when an axial force 
results froro hydrostatic pressure on the ends. Although the study has been 
restricted to elastic shells, Euler critical pressures roay b.e computed with a 
reduced modulus if inelastic action occurs. For very long .shells, solutions by 
the present theory approach the solutions of ring theory. 
The present theory of post-buckling behavior ls a compromise between 
mathematical rigor and practical utility .. The numerical studies indicate that 
the present theory may be used effectively with an electronic digital computer. 
For cursory studies of post-buckling behavior, the theory and J;he tables of 
T. A. M. Report No. 80 are recommended, aUhough the post-buckling curves 
determined by that theory are somewhat too high (s.eeFigures 6, 7, 8, 9). 
The cross sectional form of a ring-reinforced shelL that has been 
buckled by external pressure is shown by a curve bll.sed on the present theory 
(Figure 10). The crests of the waves are rather sharp and the troughs are 
long. Undoubtedly, these features would be accentuated by yielding. 
Because of the possibility of snap-through, the actual buckling pressures 
of cylindrical sheUs are probably influenced strongly byinUial imperfections 
and accidental shocks. It is to be expected that studies of imperfect shells 
will eliminate some of the mathematical indeterminacy, although, in practice, 
indeterminacy lS certain to exist unless initial imperfectionsand residual 
stresses can be accurately controlled. Since shockscan cause snap-through, 
the problem is not entirely oue of staticsj a shell must be designed to with-
stand anticipated shocks. 
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TABLE 1 
EULER CRITICAL PRESSURE FOR CYLINDERS WITHOUT REINFORCING 
RINGS - NO AXIAL NOR ROTATIONAL RESTRAINTS AT ENDS 
F = 1f a2p v = O. 30 
Lla h/a n (PerlE) x 10° L/a h/a n (PerlE) x 10 tí 
0.2 .005 17 8.594 3.2 .005 6 0.481 
0.2 .010 11 55.656 3.2 .010 5 2.718 
0.2 .015 8 1'75.664 3.2 · 015 4 7. '724 
0.4 .005 14 4.033 3.6 .005 5 0.439 
0.4 .010 11 23.132 3. 6 .010 5 2.501 
0.4 .015 9 65.382 3.6 .015 4 6,599 
0.6 · 005 12 2.661 4.2 .005 5 0.360 
0.6 .010 10 15. 143 4.2 .010 4 2.072 
O. 6 · 015 9 42.163 4.2 .015 4 5.676 
0.8 .005 11 1. 975 4.8 .005 5 0.320 
0.8 .010 9 11. 265 4.8 .010 4 1. 773 
O. 8 .015 '7 32.941 4.8 · 015 4 5.196 
LO .005 10 1. 570 5.0 .005 4 0.348 
1.0 .010 8 8.960 5.0 .010 4 1. 707 
1.0 .015 7 24.881 5.0 .015 4 5.089 
1.2 .005 9 1. 302 7.0 .005 4 0.214 
1.2 .010 8 7.537 7. O .010 3 1.290 
1.2 .015 7 20.675 7.0 .015 3 3.299 
1.4 .005 9 1. 130 10 .005 3 0.159 
1.4 .010 7 6.324 10 .010 3 0.852 
1.4 • 015 6 17. liS8 10 .015 3 2.615 
1.6 .005 8 0.968 15 .005 3 0.102 
1.6 .010 7 5.589 15 · 010 2 0.688 
1.6 .015 6 15.247 15 · 015 2 1. 574 
1.8 .005 8 0.873 20 .005 3 0.092 
1. 8 .010 6 4.933 20 .010 2 0.414 
1.8 .015 6 13.745 20 .015 2 1. 157 
2.0 .005 7 0.772 30 .005 2 0.049 
2. O • 010 6 4.375 30 .010 2 0.309 
2. O • 015 5 12.445 30 .015 2 0.996 
2.4 .005 7 0.652 40 .005 2 0.040 
2.4 • 010 6 3,764 40 .010 2 0.291 
2.4 
· 015 5 10. 018 40 .015 2 0.967 
2.5 .005 6 0.632 50 .005 2 0.037 
2. 5 • 010 5 3.596 50 .010 2 0.286 
2. 5 .015 5 9.642 50 .015 2 0.958 
3. O .005 6 0.509 • 
3. O · 010 5 2.881 
3.0 · 015 5 8.459 
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TABLE 2 
EULER GRlTICAL PRESSURES FOR RING REINFORCED CYLINDERS 
NO AXIAL NOR ROTATIONAL RESTRAINTS AT ENDS 
F = '7r a2p v = O. 30 
* denotes ínter-ring buckling 
k = 2 k=4 k = 6 
b N h Pcr x 106 
Pcr 
x 106 
Pcr 
x 106 Jli n. T n Jli a a 
1 6.299 13 ,* 17 .* 8.594* 8. 594* 
2 4.435 11 8.594 17 8. 594* 
3 0.005 3.430 10 8.115 8 8.594* 
4 2.775 9 6.833 '7 8.594* 
5 2.324 8 5.817 '7 8.594 
1 40.658 9 ,'" 11 ,* 55.656* 55. 656* 
2 30. 831 8 55.656* 11 55. 656* 
0.2 3 0.010 24.936 7 55. 656* 11 55.656* 
4 20.471 7 55.656 11 55.656* 
5 17.544 6 46.9'72 5 55. 656 
1 118.573 7 ,"' 8 ,'" 175.664* 175.664* 
2 94.556 7 175.664* 8 1'75.664* 
3 O. 015 78.181 6 175.664* 8 1'75. 664* 
4 66.265 6 1'75.664 8 1'75.664* 
5 58.197 5 158.067 4 175.664 
1 2.741 10 4.033* 14 4.033: 
2 1. 878 8 or 9 3.890 7 4. 033* 
3 0.005 1. 414 '7 3.033 6 4.033* 
4 1. 122 7 2.401 6 4.033* 
5 0.926 6 2.048 5 4.033 
1 18.620 8 23" 132: 11 23. 132: 
2 12.985 7 23. 132* 11 23. 132* 
P·4 3 0.010 9.781 6 23.132 11 23. 132* 
4 8.053 5 21. 025 5 23. 132* 
5 6.579 5 16.686 4 23. 132 
1 5'7.985 '7 . ,* 9 65. 382: 65.382* 
2 41. 115 6 65.382* 9 65. 382* 
3 0.015 31. 394 5 65.382* 9 65. 382* 
4 26. 19'7 5 65.382 9 65. 382* 
5 21. 838 4 62.19'7 4 65.382 
n 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
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TABLE 2 (CONTINUED) 
k ~ 2 k~4 k = 6 
b N h 
Pcr 
:x 106 
Pcr 
:x 106 ~:x 106 
-
--:er- n --m- n n a a 
1 1. 686 9 2.661'" 12 2. 661: 12 
2 1. 117 7 2.158 6 2. 661* 12 
. 3 0.005 0.841 6 1. 660 6 2. 661 12 
4 0.680 6 1. 286 5 2.655 4 
5 0.555 5 1,122 5 2. 060 4 
1 11.200 ," 10 15. 143: 10 15.143* 
2 7.6Q8 6 15. 143 10 15. 143* 10 
O. 6 3 0.010 5. 663 5 13.464 4 15, 143* 10 
4 4.755 5 10.528 4 15. 143* 10 
5 3.807 4 9.398 4 15. L43 10 
1 34.725 6 ,!I' 9 ,'" 9 4.2.163* 42.163* 
2 23.693 5 42.163* 9 42; 163* 9 
3 0.015 19.007 4 42.163 9 42,163* 9 
4 14.348 4 39.480 3 42. 163* 9 
5 12.487 4 30.488 3 42. 163 9 
TABLE 3 
COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR CYLINDERS WITH NO AXIAL NOR ROTATIONAL 
. RESTRAINTS A T ENDS 
L/a n 
No Rings 0.4 10 
11 
No Rings 0.6 9 
10 
No Rings 1.2 7 
8 
~o Rings 3.2 4 
5 
2 Rings 1.2 * 6 
5 
2 F = 11 a P, " = O. 30, 
Mínimum (p/E) x 106 at which 
a buckled form can exist 
TAM Réport TAM Report 
No. 93 No. 80 
21. 00 19. 13 
19.00 20.60 
12.00 11. 67 
11. 00 13.2.2 
4.000 5.438 
4.000 6.967 
0.900 1. 936 
1. 100 2.630 
23.00 ------
21. 00 ---- .... -
!!:. " 0.01 
a 
Euler Critical Pressure 
(PerlE) x 106 
TAM Report TAM Report von Mises Theory 
No. 93 No, 80 Eq. 287, Reí. 2 
23.91 29. 10 29.43 
23.13 27.47 27.30 (n = 12) 
15.70 17.99 18.11 
15. 14 16.98 17. 14 
7.616 8.234 8.320 
7.537 8.221 8.205 
3.374 3.746 3. 627 
2.718 3.006 2. 983 
31. 62 ------ ------
32.49 ------ ------
....:. --- -_ .. _-- --_ ... _-_ .. - -------_ .. _----
*Cylinder reinforced by rings at the trisection points (k = 4, Figure 5). 
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PRESSURE - DEFLECTION CURVES 
For o,r11nder without R1nt;8 
L/a = o.ijQ 
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Fig. 7. 
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F1c. 8. 
PRESSURE - DEFLECTION CURVES 
For Cylinder without Ringa 
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Cross Section of a Buck1ed Cy1inder Reinforced by Two Rings 
at the Trisection Points. 
L/a = 1.2 
hi r-
Ring cross section 
r Cy1inder 
cross section 
a 
h/a = 0.01 n = 6 piE = 0.000041 
I L/3 -·~I~·c--- L/3 ---o·~I_· - L/3 
-- --
1 
Unbuckled 
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Center of Lobe 
-- --
Fig. 10. 
\ 
a 
Buckled 
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ADDENDUM 
In the Proceedings of the Second U •. S. NattoaalCongress of Applied 
, 
Mechanics (19), W. A. Nash has given experimental data for a steel cylinder 
reinforced by 11 rings. The dimensions of the cylinder are shown in Fig. 11. 
The end bays were shorter than the other bays, as the figure shows. The rein-
forcing rings were of rectangular cross section, 0.20 in. wide and 0.30 in. deep. 
To apply the present theory, we must scale all the lengths by the factor 
rr /27.96, so that the length of the cylinder is reduced to rr. The scaled 
dimensions are 
a = 0.904.242 
b f' 0.282024 
Ring width = 0.0224720 
Ring depth = 0.0337081 
h= 0.0109551 
Hence, the section properties of a ringare 
Ar = 0.000757488 
Qr = 0.0000169159 
Ir = 0.000000449483 
L=Tf 
If the rings are numbered from -5 to +5 the following locations of the 
J:!ings are determined: 
c = O O 
c 1 = O. 282024 
c 2 = O. 564048 
ca = 0.846072 
c4 = 1. 128096 
c 5 = 1. 4;10120 
c.1 = .0.282024 
c -2 '" -O. 564048 
c -3 = -0.846072 
c -4 = -1. 128096 
c -5 = -1. 410120 
yi~ld 
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~ 
Accordingly, ir E " 1, E~. 1:34 yields al "-72. 4318p. Then Eqs. 96 
2, 2 
P 11 " 0.00854972 + O. 00365974n - O. 3:a1092p - 0.410321n p 
P12 = Q. 00614581n - 0.174395np 
p 14 = 0.00283652 - 0.412052p + O. 101730n2p 
P 22 " 0.0029240 + O. 0127897n
2 
- 0.238525p - 1. 98859n2p 
P 24 = O. 0127320n + 0.0000576232n
3 
- 1. a9289np 
P 44 = 0.0126763 + O. 000111810n
2 + O. 000001a2251n4 - 1.681986p 
- O. 702832n2p 
lt is necessary to try various values oí n, until the value is obtained that 
renders Pcr a minimum. It lS íound that n = 3. With n = 3, the preceding 
equations yield 
P 11 = 0.0414874 - 4. 013981p 
P 12 = 0.0184374 - 0.523185p 
P 14 = 0.00283652 + O. 503518p 
P 22 = 0.118100 - 18. 1358p 
P 24 = 0.0397518 - 5. 67867p 
P 44 " 0.0138302 - 8. 00747p 
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The buckting eriterion lS 
= O 
The Euler buckling pressure Perts a roót of this equation. With the preceding 
equation for p", the following vltlues of the determinant t:. are obtained. 1J 
n = 3 
P 0.00002 O, 000025 0.00003 
t:. O. 1477 0.0083 -O. 1311 
By linear interpolation, the value oí p for which t:. vanishes is Per = O. 0000253 
with E = lo 
Since Pcr is proportional to E, Pcr = 759 psi with E = 30,000,000 psi. 
For eomparative purposes, the following results are cited from the 
paper by Nash: 
Nash's theory Per = 1222 psi, n = 4 
Kendrick' s theory Per = 856 psi, n = 3 
Present theory Per = 759 psi, n = 3 
Ex¡:JErriment Pcr = 675 psi 
The high value obtained by Nash is partly attributable to the faet that he 
eonsidered the cylinder to have clamped ends. 
The value obtained by the present theory is about 12 1/2 per cent higher 
than the experimental value. Probably the shell was susceptible to snap -through, 
and therefore initial imperfections may have had an effect in redueing the 
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experimental value. However, since snap-through of an isolatedelastic 
ring is impossible, it is probable that ring-reinforcements reduce the 
danger and the severity of snap- through. There isalso the possibility 
that the modulus w¡¡,s reduced by inelastic action, since the stress before 
buckling was in the neighborhood of ~O, 000 psi. 
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Fil!':. 11. 
Experimental Cylindrical Shell Reinforced by 
E = 30 X 106 psi ~ = 0.30 
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